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Overcrowding causes
tripling in some halls
By AmyCaudill
Editor
The number of university residents
is up by about 1 SO as compared to this
time last year, resulting in tripling in
two residence halls and elim, ination of
many private rooms.
About 28 women and three men are
tripled in Combs Hall and Keene Hall,
according to JearmeueCrockett, Dean
of Student Life.
The increase is in freshman women
residents, with 200 more women living on campus and 40 fewer men.
Mattox Hall, which was to be converted back lo a men's hall, is housing
women for the second year.
Crockett said housing tried this year
not lo rely as much as in past years on
tripling to alleviate overcrowding.
Eliminating most private rooms reduced tripling.
"Now we're making more of a
commitment to just not tripling,"

Crockett said.
for six weeks, they will receive a parMost women who had been granted tial refund of housing fees at the end of
private rooms, except those who put in the semester, but Crockett said this
requests early or those with special was unlikely to happen.
cases, such as non-traditional students,
"There's not going to be any rewere given temporary roommates and funds because there's not going to be
put on a private room waiting list
any tripled," Crockett said.
Crockett said about 300 cancellations and about 100 walk-ons usually
Crockett said the conversion of
occur during the first week after resi- Miller and McCreary halls to faculty
dence halls open, but the number of offices has not intensified the overwalk-ons at presstime has been smaller crowding problem since residents of
than expected, with only about 30 these halls had to be over 21 and the
people walking on the first day.
increase in residents is among fresh"I anticipate that during these three man women.
or four days we'll have about 100
In hall room changes will take place
people walk on," Crockett said.
today through Sunday, and between
The shifts brought about by cancel- changes will begin Monday and last
lations and walk-ons will eventually indefinitely.
balance the overcrowding, she said.
AsvacanciesbecomeavailaMethey
"I expect when we wash down, will be offered to those who have been
we'll all be right about 100 percent," tripled, and eventually roommates of
Crockett said.
those wishing to have private rooms
Should any residents remain tripled will be moved.

Lighter faces criminal
charges on Nov. 7

Progress photo/Charlie Bolton

Krister Harnack, left, a graduate psychology student from Richmond, and Kimo Obrtoh,
a computer science major at California Polytechnical Institute, tried out a model rocket
at the intramural fields Friday. Some of their friends also had remote control model
airplanes that made the area seem more like an airport.

University stops drug testing^
"Everything in the judge's opinion fit
By Brent Risner
our situation."
News editor
The university is the first and only
Don Combs, university athletic director, suspended the drug-testing school in the state so far to end its,
program for university student-ath- program, which began Sept 24,1986,
letes Aug. 12 after a California judge shortly after the University of Kenruled that drug testing conducted by tucky became the first state school to
the National Collegiate Athletic As- institute drug testing of athletes.
The university, normally at a
sociation of two Stanford University
coaches' request, screens athletes for
athletes was unconstitutional.
According to a decision made by street drugs such as amphetamines,
Santa Clara County Superior Court qualudes and barbiturates. The testing
Judge Conrad Rushing on August 10, of each urine sample is done by Nadrug testing is an invasion of privacy tional Health Laboratories in Louisand interferes with the athletes' right ville at a cost of $25 per lest and is paid
to treat themselves with over-the- for out of each teams' budget. Combs
counter medications like their fellow said.
"Most often they are retested bestudents could.
Although the ruling applies only to cause they all say that the test is wrong,
Stanford, Combs said he made the which means another $25," Combs
decision to stop further drug testing so said. "The person tested, as a rule.
the university could avoid similar litigation. Incoming freshman football
players and the volleyball team had
been notified they would be tested for
drugs when they arrived on campus
for workouts, but Combs' action preBy Amy Caudill
cluded that.
"We were doing physicals and drug
Editor
testing, and our decision not to test
In spite of the university's plans to
anyone because of the ruling at that begin development of a fraternity row
time was with the idea that it might be as soon as enough fraternities commit
easier to get a decision from the uni- to the project tensions between the
versity counsel (Giles Black) and see city of Richmond and the fraternities
if it might apply to us," Combs said.
with existing houses are still present.
"When they call it unconstitutional,
A July incident involving arrests at
they get my attention," he added. the Sigma Alpha Epsilon house on
South Collins Street has Richmond
residents and city officials up in arms
again about fratqpity housing and
Activities
B2-3 anxious to get development of fraterArts/Entertainment
B 4-5 nity row under way.
A committee made up of the city
Bebops
A3
Campus living
B1 manager, city attorney and Dr. HayNews
A 4-14 ward M. "Skip" Daugherty, dean of
Perspective
.".../.
A2-3 student services, was formed last fall
to encouraged communication bePeople poll
A3
tween the city and the university.
Police beat
AS
The committee has never met but
Sports
B6-8 correspondence between the univer-

challenges that the lest is wrong."
Combs said no university athletes
had ever been screened for steroid use,
an analysis that would cost $250 to
$300, but that half the teams have
undergone testing at some time in the
past
"We don't honestly think that we
have a problem with drugs," Combs
said. "We know we have individuals,less than 3 percent that are potential
problems."
"Our program is an educational
program," he added. "We're not trying
to kick people off the teams."
If a positive test is taken, the results
are kept confidential, but the athlete is
then referred to counseling. Following a subsequent positive test, the head
(See DRUG, Page 6)

Fraternity housing
causes conflict

Inside

'

sity and the city manager has taken
place and the university has finalized
plans to develop a fraternity row on a
piece of land near the Perkins Building.
The plan, which was approved by
university President Dr. H. Hanly
Funderburk requires consent from
national fraternity affiliates and adequate finances from six fraternities.
The university has agreed to develop the land and bring utilities to the
si tr if the fraternities furnish the building money.
At present only one fraternity meets
these stipulations. The university will
wait on development until it receives
commitments from five other fraternities.
Rkhsnond Mayor Earl Baker said
the university\bpuld begin develop(See FRATERNITY, Page 13)
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By Brent Rimer
News editor
The jury trial of Melinda Lighter,
who is charged with two counts of
second degree manslaughter in the
deaths of two university students on
April 4, has been postponed until Nov.
7 as a motion for continuance made by
defense attorney Jim Groves was
granted by Circuit Judge James S. ChenaulL
Lighter, 20, a University of Louisville student was originally scheduled to stand trial Sept 12. However,
Groves, a Louisville attorney, said he
spent time in the hospital for nine days
in July and was unable to work on the
case because of a heart condition he is
still receiving treatment for.
Commonwealth's Attorney Tom
Smith, who is prosecuting the case,
asked Chenault to delay the case no
more than one week because a lab
technician might not be able to testify
as a witness in court in November.
Tonia Denise King, 21, of Olive
Hill and a resident in Richmond's Fox
Haven Apartments, and Michelle
Magnider, 21, of Louisville and lived
in Clay Hall, died last spring when the

car Lighter was driving struck a utility
pole Second Street
A blood test taken at Pattie A. Clay
Hospital revealed Lighter had a blood
alcohol level of .288, according to
assistant Richmond police chief Charles DeBord. Lighter was arrested and
charged with murder by city police but
was later released when her $40,000
bond was posted.
Later, the grand jury indicted
Lighter on two counts of second degree manslaughter punishable by a
five to ten year sentence and for driving under the influence of alcohol and/
or diazepam and nordiazepam, depressant drugs.
Smith said the grand jury was given
three options for the indictment: murder, second degree manslaughter and
reckless homicide.
Groves said he believed she was
charged with manslaughter instead of
murder because the evidence didn't fit
the more serious charge.
The facts that have been discovered in this case fit more into manslaughter or reckless homicide,"
Groves added.

Neither Groves nor Smith indicated
that any efforts had been made at plea
bargaining.but'usuallyinevery criminal case there is some discussion,"
according to Groves.
Groves said Lighter has recovered
from many of the injuries she suffered
in the accident and would be physically able to testify. He said she has
enrolled for the fall semester at U of L
and is attempting to finish the classes
she failed to complete last spring.
The trial will most likely be broadcast on local cable television, according to the circuit court clerk's office.
On July 14, Earl Magnider Jr.. the
father of Ms. Magnider, and Earl F.
King, the father of Ms. King, filed a
class action civil suit against Lighter.
William R. Morgan, the owner of
1890's Saloon, and Kim Billings,
owner of T. Bombadils. Both businesses named in the suit are located on
First Street
The complaint made against Lighter
and the two bar owners alleges that the
defendants or their employees served
alcoholic and intoxicating beverages
(See LIGHTER, Page 14)

Minority affairs director chosen
By Lisa Borders
Assistant news editor
As the newly, appointed director of
minority affairs, Sandra Moore is
fulfilling a goal she has always
wanted: "I love being in the people
business."
Moore began her duties as the new
director July 1 and succeeded Michael Elam in die directorship. Before coming to the university, Moore
served as university program coordinator at Southern Illinois University for three years after holding
several positions at Berea College.
During her five-year tenure at
Berea, Moore held the positions of
director of campus activities in the
Alumni Building as well as assistant
director of residence halls.
She also received her bachelor's
degree and teaching certificate for
K-12 in physical education and biology at Berea College. Moore earned
her master's degree in student personnel and counseling from the university in 1982.
"I'm really excited about my new
position and its potential." Moore
said. "This is my background and
my culture. I'm more familiar with
this background than with the other
ones (in Illinois or Berea)."
As director of minority affairs,
Moore has outlined several goals she
hopes to achieve. Her main goal is
the retention of black students. "I
feel like I have a responsibility to
provide them a suitable environment

Sandra Moore
and activities."
Moore said black students comprise only 5 to 6 percent of the total
student body along with only 10 to
12 black faculty members.
Moore said she also plans to encourage black students to continue
their studies at the university by joining the graduate program and possibly become part of the staff at the
university.
However, she added the university
would also need to bring in "new
blood so not to become too stagnant"
Another important goal Moore
plans to concentrate on is the recruitment of black students and faculty.

However, she isn't interested in just
getting the numbers higher, but is
looking for an active, assertive recruiting campaign.
Moore wants to recruit competent
academically-oriented black students]
who will be an asset to the university. But in order to successfully
recruit those kind of students, Moore
said the students need good role
models to follow.
Moore stressed black faculty
members are often viewed as a collective unit, but instead should be
noted for his individual characteristics and contributions.
"There needs to be an appreciation
for the individuals; there is a need for
variety," she added
Moore said she would also like to
see the students, staff and faculty
develop personally and professionally through travel opportunities,
workshops and conventions.
According to Moore, there is limited interaction between the faculty
and the students. She would like to
open the channels of communication because "lack of communication leads to misunderstanding."
As minority affairs director, Moore
will serve as the minority liaison officer to help minority students, faculty and staff resolve race-related
issues within the university commuShe would like to help the students
(See MOORE, Page 6)
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Inadequate communication
hinders frat row progress
nast several years,
vears. the university and
For the past
the city of Richmond have struggled with the
fraternity housing issue, making occasional
headway but generally spinning their wheels.
Now it seems the university is offering a
solution. If it receives a go-ahead from six
national fraternities, the university will begin
developing fraternity row.
Not only will it provide land for the project,
but the university will also furnish the utilities.
All the fraternities have to do is build their
houses.
The need for a change is there, and the
university is attempting to meet the need, playing a positive role in this scenario.
The fraternities, in spite of their problems
with the city of Richmond, should be commended for their attempts to keep the peace. At
least one fraternity claims to have sent letters to
neighboring residents offering to cooperate
should problems arise.
The Inter-Fraternity Council formed a committee to study the fraternity row project, and
when a solution presented itself, the fraternities
agreed to the university's terms.
Even the city of Richmond isn't really the
villain in this saga. The city commission has
been rehashing the issue for the past four years,
and though it has probably tempted to at times,

the commission has not given the university
an ultimatum or tried to order the fraternities
out of their houses. Basically, all it's done is
complain a lot
And isn' t that what everyone concerned has
been doing all along? When viewed in a simplistic light, the issue seems solved and one
wonders what all the fuss is about.
Upon closer examination, the problem
clearly presents itself. The villain is lack of
communication.
The neighbors who come before the city
commission to try and push for fraternity row
obviously don't know that the project is stalled
for the moment.
The city officials who denounce the university for dragging their feet apparently haven't
been fully informed of the complications involved with the project
And the university obviously hasn't made
an adequate attempt to bridge the gap.
Even the fraternities need to establish better
communication with their neighbors so these
harried residents will feel comfortable with
approaching the fraternities with complaints
before they call the police.
Though everyone involved should receive
an "A" for cooperation, a "D" would be more
appropriate for communication.

Residents shouldn't blow a
fuse over housing problems
With some 1 SO more people than they began
the semester with last year and a continually
fluctuating roll call, those dedicated but often
flustered folk who work in housing are to be
commended for once again giving us all a place
to lay our heads.
Though it may seem to students the responsibilities of the housing office are minimal
since students arrive at and leave campus only
about four times a year. Dr. Jeannette Crockett,
David Tedrow and their staffs spend the entire
year, including the summer months, working
out kinks in the residence hall system and
planning for the next academic year.
The university houses around 6,000 students, and the numbers seem to be increasing
with each year. Still, the housing staff has
managed to accommodate the changes in the
face of such pitfalls as closing halls for renovations, to name but one of its problems.
Students who bellyache about being placed
with the wrong roommate, living without air

conditioning or, heaven forbid, being tripled,
should remember that maneuvering 6,000
people into their desired rooms in their desired
halls with their desired roommates (who may
desire something else altogether) is not an
easy task for the most clever taskmaster.
The housing staff often gets a bad reputation for being impatient and unaccommodating, but students fail to see that one room
change when compared with 6,000 other
complaints can seem a little irritating. And
when shown patience and understanding,
housing has proven that it can be quite accommodating indeed.
Most of those who have been tripled will
most likely be moved out by the end of the
month, and those on the private room waiting
list will probably have private rooms by
Thanksgiving.
So don't fret and wish you had a more
efficient housing staff. Just relax—it's doing
its job.

Decision to end drug testing
challenges credibility
When Athletic Director Donald Combs suspended the university's drug testing program
almost two weeks ago, he put the credibility of
the athletic program to the test, also.
He took the action in response to a landmark
ruling that declared testing of two athletes at
Stanford University to be an unconstitutional
violation of privacy and was afraid similar
litigation could be brought against our school.
His decision was, in many respects, sensible
and showed good foresight but it also has its
drawbacks.
Drug testing has many more benefits than just
determining what substances someone may be
abusing. In athletics, random testing ensures
fair competition between drug-free teams and
can- serve as a deterrent to druguse if an athlete
knows he or she might have to submit a urine

sample. Plus, if the problem is detected from
a positive test counseling and other treatment
can be ordered to turn an athlete's life around
for good.
Whether university athletes are drug addicts
is not the question here — it is a matter of perception. Reports of other schools suspending
their drug programs in the face of the court's
ruling are nonexistent but for our university
to step out of the mainstream attracts suspicion and unfavorable publicity, something it
could live without.
While the courts continue to hammer out the
legal implications of drug testing, we would
encourage the university to continue educating its student athletes about the destructiveness of drugs and alcohol when they are used
improperly.

Guidelines for letters to the editor
The Eastern Progress encourages ill
readers to write • letter to the editor on
any topic of inlereit to the university
community.
Letters submitted for publication
should be typed and double-space. They
should be no longer than 250 words. The
Progress may condense letters over 250
words. However grammar, punctuation
and spelling will not be changed or cor reeled in s letter.
Letters should be addressed to the
newspaper and must contain the author' s

I

address and telephone number. Letters
must also include the author's signature.
Carbon copies, photocopies and letters
with illegible signatures will not be accepted. Unsigned letters will no; be accepted.
The Progress uses its own judgment to
determine if a letter if libelous or in poor
taste and reserves the right to reject any
letters.
Thai Progress also gives readers an
opportunity to express more detailed opinions in a column called "Your Turn."

These columns should be in the form
of an editorial or essay. Those interested
in writing a "Your Turn" column should
contact the editor before submitting an
article. Letters and columns should be
mailed to The Eastern Progress 117
Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentucky University. Richmond, Ky. 40475.
The deadline for submitting a letter
for a specific issue is noon Monday prior
to Thursday's publication.
Letters and columns will be printed
in accordance with available spec*.

Student samples GOP convention
As the nation watched 250,000 red,
white and blue balloons cascade upon
the family, friends and Republican
supporters of presidential nominee
George Bush, seven young campaign
members tried to sleep in a cluttered
room within the roaring New Orleans
Superdome.
As the Vice President waved admirably to his loyal delegates from a
television screen within his hotel suite,
the seven began to stir.
Quickly, they huddled in the
newsroom, discussing strategies and
pinpointing speech highlights. Each
worked independently on mysterious
tasks, running from typewriter to copy
machine, adding to stacks of paper
slowly accumulating on a long cafeteria-style paper.
Tucked away in a comer, I awaited
my cue. Within two days I had been
promoted from youth volunteer to
media support receptionist for the Bush
campaign.
The excitement of the Superdome
festivities had kept me awake, though
my peers continued to press the importance of sleep.
It was 11:30p.m. and the speeches
were over, the balloons had fallen, the
delegates were probably fumbling
along Bourbon Street, and I was beginning my term on the night shift.
By 2 a.m. my duties were briefly
defined to me. I was to deliver more
than 5,000 one-page newsletters to
Republican delegates from 27 states
represented at the National Republican Convention.
My delegates were spread through-

Could it be?

Donna Pace
out the city in 21 different hotels. A
mimeographed map of streets was set
before me along with a numbered list
of delegates.
It was my first time in Louisiana.
Between 2 a.m. and 3 a.m. my
delivery partner mysteriously disappeared somewhere within the Superdome. I was then informed that
night's deliveries would have to be
done alone.
At that time a native of the c
came to escort me to the parking 1
Without much to do,I was stuffed into
one of the Bush motorcade cars, along
with my 5,000 newsletters, a map of
New Orleans and a list of hotels.
Though morning was quickly approaching, my adrenaline was once
again bubbling. If only my friends
could see me, whirling through New
Orleans in a Delta 88 with a license
plate displaying 4 Bush 88.
By 6 tun. the nostalgia was gone.!
was ricocheuing through the city with
a mad man on wheels.
The casual walk through hotel
lobbies had grown to robot-like staggering. My polite greeting and smile

£

had deteriorated to a grunt and grimace.
Each time the monstrous Delta door
was opened, my stomach pulled away
with pain.
As George Bush slept peacefully, I
slung newsletters from counter to
counter.
Others would pay to do this, I
thought. This experience will be impressive on a resume. Right.
The sun rose shyly beyond the tinted
windows as Reckless and I screeched
to a stop at the final hotel.
In a daze, I weaved to the lobby
attendant, dropping the last of the
newsletters on the desk.
Without a word, the desk clerk
nodded with approval, and I turned to
leave.
The lobby door slowly opened, and
a big face with lots of teeth glowed in
front of me.
I jumped back, startled, as the New
Jersey delegate rubbed his balding head
and hospitably held the door open for
me.
How unfair it seemed for me to be
running errands so this old man could
party all night and still know what was
going on by reading my newsletter.
As my tired eyes tried hard to give
him a piercing glare, he looked at me
and quietly said, "I've worked for this
moment since I was your age. Opportunities are hard to come by."
. . .Could it Be?" will run on a
bimonthly schedule, rotating each Z\
week with 'What Mot.' written by
Progress editor Amy Caudill.

Alumnus remembers Powell
Rick Robinson is a university grcdu
ate who now serves as legal adviser to
Congressman Jim Bunning in Washington. D.C.
Today brings the first issue of the
Progress. And a new class of freshmen will be reading its first issue.
Undoubtedly, they will read stories
about the death of former EKU President Dr. J.C. Powell.
Unfortunately, most of the students
at the university today did not have the
opportunity to know Powell or understand what he meant to this institution.
In 1979,1 served as the student regent to the Eastern Kentucky University Board of Regents. Powell was the
president of EKU at the time. It was

quite an honor to serve under him. It our request was denied.
also made me realize the vision he had
Powell requested permission to
for the future of the university.
speak. Then, lo my surprise, he yielded
I can best describe Powell by relat- his time to speak to me. I gave all of the
ing an incident that occurred during reasons that the council should deny
my tenure on the board. The student the increase. When the vote was taken,
government had gotten wind that the the tuition increase passed overwhelmCouncil on Higher Education was ingly, with one abstention — Powell.
considering a tuition increase. As a
My president was the only one who
president of a state university, Powell
didn't
vote for the increase. My presisat on the council.
The various student governments dent had voted with me.
That's how I'll remember Powell
from different universities showed up
at the meeting of the council to protest — as "My President."
the increase. When the topic of the
JC. is gone, but he has left his legtuition increase came up, several of acy. A building, a plaque here and
the student leaders, including myself, there, his signature on thousands of
requested permission to speak. Since degrees and one student who will never
we were not members of the council. forgeL
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People poll

What is your main goal
this year?
By Charlie Bolton
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Give me credit for knowing when
I'm being taken.
Unfortunately, that's exactly what
companies across the country are trying
10 do.
At 20 years old and a college junior, I've had more opportunities to
own plastic than Tupperware. And
now that I've taken several companies
up on their cards, I can't seem to stop
die flood of overzealous credit companies from their offers.
My infatuation with credit cards
dates back to my early years. I remember stating starry-eyed at charge applicaiions on store checkouts and bank
counter tops.
"Apply now," they cajoled. "Instant credit; Low interest; unequalled

My Turn

first time.
But despite my elation, I was terrified of the thing. What if I couldn't
afford Ike interest rate? What if I returned something and it didn't get
credited to my account?
I had reoccurring nightmares of
losing it and eventually getting a bill
for a motorboat or car or something.
It didn't take long Cor me lo get
over my apprehension. My first purerase wasn't ire emergency or necessity I'd told myself the card was for. I
think it was for perfume.
Now I'm addicted. I haven't carried cash for about five months. Sure,
I own a lot of nice things, but prestige
has its drawbacks. I can' t ever "grab a
bite to eat" like everyone else; I have
to find an expensive restaurant that
will take my card.
And those other companies—well,
they'd just love to extend me credit,
tcao, because of my "outstanding credit
record."
They are referring to my $10
monthly payments, of course.
But for all the luxury and status of
owning many credit cards, I think I
win probably restrict myself to the
ones I already posses*. There is too
much of a good thing.
Give me credit for knowing when

"Dear Ms. Feldman." it began.
"We know how difficult it is for
college students such as yourself to
pay for all the expenses they accumulate. That's were we come in, Ms.
Feldman. We want to help. Let us
issue you your very own credit card.
Never mind that you have no previous
In my 4-year-old rationale. I didn't credit history, no collateral, no steady
think I had a chance at owning one of paycheck. Just sign below and see
those grace-granting cards. My parents didn't own any charge cardsTo how popular you become.
"Need gas for the car? Charge a
them charging was evil — up there
tank
full. A new outfit for a date with
with sin and espionage. I was destined
that cute boy in Econ 2027 Put it on
for a life of cash, I thought.
your card. A university jersey? You
Enter — college.
I became exposed to people who guessed it — put it on plastic."
Timidly I filled out the application,
actually had credit cards. Some had
"just
in case I need a second ID to
two or three. And these were nice,
decent people — not the horned hel- write a check." I told myself. "I probalions speaking backward I had imag- bly won't get k anyway."
Less than two months later, I got it.
ined.
I equate the feeling to having my I'm being taken?
Then one day it happened. A letter
name listed in the phone book for the
That's exactly what I'm afraid of.
tome.

KO BaMTWa, JOOCI

hi the
roora adjacent to Room 30S had bean I
with. Nothmj war determined lo be i

Aaa,*
lick Mcltowea,
reported tomaone war
•ome vandiat raachinei hi SM hliiinl of
Walter. Hall
Tereea Otaaaaa, day Hall, reported a
maaurkey wti nuwn|.
TM WMhai, ODoaneB Hall, reported
the telephone in the office of O'DooneU Hall
11:
aadra WVeea, Brockton, reported thai
Jeyce Craft, Brockton, we. in auutn ihock
The htjalina Co—y Aaabataace Service t«-

A»«,U:
Da— Maa1aTe,Cnaiai fhafliaaa). rarmnad
me theft of her wallet, which rculnai if a check
forS55.h«operaior-iho«aeeaBdPhok»
Vkftl Hi— IM, MaaWoa Coawy EMS.
reported that Larry Neham, had i
•crew and fell down five «ape of i
weak* HalL Nolan
uri' by BIO
peoonnel and Iranaponad ■> Phaa A. Clay
HoapkaL

Aaa>l£
Karea Wast, McCraary Hall, reported
utDi of amefce. h wa. daaanaaaad a heat baia^waahaaaaiitomaiRooaiUS.

PHRTV
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J. Slitter's

Famous

DOLLAR PITCHERS
from 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Learn the real meaning of classl
135 ERST MAIN, DOWNTOWN
aOUUUUU«43ilOOOtt<>OOOttO

A Touch of Class...
•/

EICHMCND MAI I
GRAND OPENING
SEPTEMBER 9-18,1988

DEPARTMENT
STORES
• Wat-Mart
• J.C. Penney
• Goody's
• Anderson's
ACCESSORIES
• Claire's Boutique
(Coming Soon)
• Sujen
APPAREL
• Campus Connection
• Christians
(Opening Soon)
• Deb Shop
• Label Collection
• Label Collection Plus
• $10.00 Family Closet
• Courtney's
BOOKS. CARDS
AND GIFTS
• Hallmark
• Little Professor
ELECTRONICS
• Rodio Shack

ENTERTAINMENT
• Premier Cinemas
(Coming Soon)
• Jolly Time
FOOD
• Classic Cookie
• Duca's Pizza & Pasta
. (Coming Soon)
• Gold Star Chili
• Kerry's Burgers
&More
• Korney Kernal
• Nancy Carols Nuts
& Candies
• Steakfest

MUSIC
• Record Town
SERVICES
• Kinko Copies
(Opening Soon)
• State Bank
SHOES
• Foot Locker
• Kinney Shoes
• Pay less Shoes
• Shoe Show
SPORTING GOODS
• All Sports

• Subway
(Coming Soon)

• Don Foster fit Assoc.
• Menken Imports
(Opening In Scon)
• One Stop Foto
• Only •$1.00
• Party Depot
TOYS/HOBBY
• K & K Toys

• Restaurant
(Opening in Sept.)
• T.J. Cinnamons
• Toco Casa
HAIRSTYLISTS

• Regis Hairstylists
JEWELRY
• C & H Rauch
• Gordon's Jewelers
• LeRo/s Jewelers

>..«»»

».*.<

COMPLETE EYE CARE - EYEGLASSES ft CONTACTS

SPECIALTY SHOPS

MM

Specially Oesgnea Ccrtad Lenses For Astigmatism By
BAUSCH & LCMB snd HYDROCURVE
EXTENDED WEAR LENSES
>*»••*

. Wll_l_IA!VI T. RE

Richmond
r-jvi-A-L-*
,

Eyeglasses That Allow You To
Express Your Personality!

'

.

22S W. Main Richmond Ky.

Opfjn Man - Sal 8:30 am - 5:oo pm

623-3358
Of Kentucky i

IIIIMHUHHHHHHmiUiHHH»HHIIHHHIUIHHnmi
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Teacher fund honors Powell

By Lisa Borders ,
C
A Milft —i editor
A memorial fund in the honor of
the late university President Emeritus
J.C Powell his been established by
the university's Foundation Board of
Directors for faculty enhancement.
Powell died of abdominal cancer
on May 16* Patti A. Clay Hospital.
He was 62.
Powell spent 24 years of Ins 34-year
career as an educator in the university
community, eight of them as president
Powell began his tenure at the university in 1960 under the presidency
of Robert R. Martin where he served
as his executive assistant.
"I think it's very fining and proper
thai a fund has been established in his
name that would enhance teaching
and reward teachers for excellent
teaching," Martin said.

.iLsssssssss^^BisssssMl

J.C. Powell
Aft
After Mavna s retirement in iy/o,
Powell became president.
During his eight years as president,
Powell was active in accreditation and
reaccreditabon of degree programs as

**""^l?"*^T^*^°^
mainstream
of private fund raising.
He served on several committees
including the Council on Higher
Education and Council of Presidents.
He retired as president in 1984.
Powell was named to the University of Kentucky's Hall of Distinguished Alumni in 1985.
According to Robert W. Minerich
of Richmond, president of Minerich,
Inc., and a member of the Foundation
Board who will be directing the fundraising effort, the 18-memoer board
hopes to raise a minimum of $100,000
for the fund through contributions from
alumni and the general public; $5,000
has already been contributed
Minerich said the Faculty Enhancement Fund will be used "to give teachers a chance to further their educational skills. It's designed to send
faculty members off to better their

"l00
**0"" ,_^
Activities
funded _
by *
the
meat will ax hide
inadrs, conferences and formal t
uonal programs, on-sile program visilauons an observations at well as other
programs that wilLresnlt in improved
ability and skills.
The fund will also be used to aider
write on-campus workshops to to
improvement of specific insuuctioaal
techniques.
Minerich said he came up with the
Klea of the memonalfund because it is
a way for people to remember Powell
andruscontnbuoonsioiheuruVersay
and the community.
•J.C. Powell was a good friend of
mine and to moat everyone ■ to
community. 1 want people to remember his name arid remember him for
the good leader he wan."

Paper invites volunteers, suggestions
Renewing a practice started last
year, I take this opportunity to welcome students, faculty, staff and the
community back to the pages of The
Eastern Progress.
Some students may not know that
toy can help with this publication by
writing stories or taking pictures. In
Progros* photo/Charlia Boston fact, students signing up for JOU 302
Newspaper Practicum can even earn
Making it safe
Tim Lewis of Perkins Security installs a door monitor at one hoar of academic credit while
McGregor Hall, a women's dormitory, one of many dormi- pursuing aa interest or a career in
journalism.
tories that received renovations this summer.
Applications are also taken each
April for new editorial and advertising
positions. Editors earn from $40 to
$55 per week, while advertising representatives start out earning 8 percent
of their ad sales.
In addition we are also looking for
new suggestions on how to cover stoBy Brent
1980 ■
i figures tot showed his ries and improve oar coverage.
News editor
If you arc interested in writing or
district bad to fewest high school
More than 500 degree
graduates in the nation.
at the university's 81st summer comRogers said he did not believe in
mencement ceremony were urged to this pessimistic view of the region and
"go forward as ambassadors of educa- its people.
tion" by U. S. Rep. Hal Rogers. R
"The problems we have can be
Somerset, in the Van Peurseum solved, but they can only be solved by
Aaapitheatre in the Ravine.
as," he added.
Rogers, in his fourth term as a ConHe urged graduates to "see a
gressman, received an honorary doc- through" the way pioneer Keatudoans
tor of laws from the university.
did, while hdpiig-to discard to pioIn his speech. Rogers emphasized neer attitude that education won't make
the correlation between educated a difference.
people and the battle to bring new
la addition to Roger's honor, to
industry to Kentucky — and specifi- uruversjty granted Dr. Clarke T. Gray
cally to his Fifth Congressional Dis- of Hanover, NJL. an hoaorary doctor
trict, which Richmond and MwriT~ of science degree Gray. a 1941 graduCounty are not a part of.
ate of the university, has done exten'They tell us that we don't have the sive research in microbiology during
education attainment level to attract his career spanrung nearly half a cennew industry and jobs, and that with- ■J.
. ^
out the new industry and jobs we don't
Umversay President Hanly
have the resources to improve educa- derburk presided over the annual
tion ." Rogers said after reading to moay.

Rogers addresses
summer graduation

A word

from the adviser
shooting on a regular or random basis,
please stop by the Progress Office in
Donovan Annex and tak with one of
the editors or me Or fill out a staff application form so we can get back ■*
touch with yon.
Two cautions, however:
Finding the Progress office can be
as difficult as figuring oat whether it's
aMWForaTRFFriday. Look far the
water lower and follow your nose until
you run into the Model School playground.
And don't try lo enter the office on
a Wednesday afternoon untet s you cut
your teeth on chaos and confasion or
you know to difference between a

The Bear and the Bull

m

Featuring Country music
G Rock-n-RoIl
ITlondap - f rozin Drinki .95*
Tnesdm - Pitchers $200
Wednndip - Longnicki .75*
Thuridaif - Upiiia Durum .75*
. let Til $1.50

RE SERVE

pica and a point size. If you know the
latter, wel pat you to work.
Besides providing students with the
experience necessary for them to apply
for jobs in "The Real World," to
Progress also has made other contributions to the university.
This year we are providing a $100
scholarship to an outstanding high
school student who pants to major in
journalism at the umversay. Next year

My role-as adviser to the Progress
is just that to advise and not to censor.
IwUlntjtteUastudemeditoriokiUa
story or photo, bull will tell ban or her
what might happen if it is published.
While the Progress is a paper produced by students it is not just a laboratory exercise. Our aderusers pay us
win real dollars, and oar reporters
realizethat they are dealing with real
hves.organrmfansaadnewsiai

This summer we converted our
prodar ooa tquspaarat from Coaapag
raphic to Macintosh. We
old Coat.
phototypeaener to she ladanrial Edacanoa and Technology dcpartnirni
forasein graphic arts classes.
In addition . we provide the editor
I editor wnhaS300 schoL
id the ad director
.a $150

Should an error or a
to clarify
should you fed the
something tot was
call one of to editors or aa
our ear. la order to grow
better, we need to hear from yoa
the job we are doing.
OaTlsarsday morning, ri be
ing for your

We Now Rent Ryder
Truck Equipment

MINI-STOR-IT
249 N Kawraand
Lnxinrjton Road at* 1- 75
Raymond. KY 40475

Phone (606)623-0187
BRING IN THIS AD OR YOUR STUDENT
ID FOR A SPECIAL DISCOUNT

OFFICERS' TRAINING

CORPS

'fciECrl&SMiTH HAS

,rbs*TQ£ ••r-stote- owes

with every disc or rol of color prior
brought in for processing.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUT
IS IN CLASS.
oon. and Array bL>TC nth
lecje elective that bmlda yoa-r aalf rontobjnci.

atoMtottoilaftfMg AS * —SsjpTaal

A

WUNIVERSTTY
BOOKSTORE

Contact CRT BM

•22-f

1—J
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Buildings soon to be cool with new chillers
Rowlett
landprer way for da*
project that is scheduled far cosaptetionDec.31.
Similar work planned for the Burner and Campbell holdings remans
in rite bid process and is scheduled
for completion in April 1989.
Tie —imaaj ■ also accommodatmg McCreary Halls new ten
ant, the department of government.

"we'wai

dasaanmci than we ever have be
fare," nid Caad Middle**, the di
racaor of fte pant tar the past 17

intcadty
offices have already been taken care
of with the remainder 10 be done
there and Milker Hall during the
fall.
After MO yean of negotiations
whh ante officials, engineers and
American Telephone A Telegraph
Co..thennivers«yhni
iona$3
: network
that ts scheduled for completion on
June 30.1989.accordingioSchwendeman and Earl Baldwin, vice
president for buaanem affairs.
A meaaoraadum. which will be
sent oat to iw versify faculty Monday, states the network will provide
an exceptionally fine routing capability for vo.ee. video and dau com-

"My people did a very fine job,
not oary plsnaiag for this and pn>
:k.-nidDf.J.R.J
vkepreafcwofa

nine cUen, large
at* far anting ad <
a CM of $788,500.
The new anas were scheduled 10
mv««Ja«mry«ndbein«uUedby
April, but tfccy werea' I
aaalMay.
-We aad 11

Iio

all before the cool
tget the contracts worked
Todd Ml. Con—fir nlih HnB,
day Hall, Donovan BaflraaA,
and the Keen

Baldwrn said the network a needed
because die old cable system which
was laid m the 1930s

I of iat two new chillers
iiiiiiatil while the John Gram
Crahbe Library will have in re-

iSiiSTX^\ S\MM'"'"'
Middleioa said having oary one
chiler in the Moore Banian* wit
notpose a problem anleasaae sum-

Pragraa* photcvCharlia Boaon
Pir

<rt»t^WKuhn cools his o«a^

aaear Mr coadasoaers on high, to
pa« tiara shades and to keep anen-

dsuomng systems have abo been
renovaied in the Begfcy. Combs,

we get into 100-degrec
nes we may have to ran
bosh of aana as cool dat bnakhng
down properly,'he said.
Stadeatt at Model Laboratory
Srfcnnlaatar dahaaTdayofchasoa nag have left I
Aag.17andafaidnyonAag.18 am« ceaaatioa a I
til ail ofaaahammamtaaaaaeed thathme.
afBaeaar

-/*/;

from such places as the Combs and
Keith buildmgs.
"All the conduit has been filed
np.-Bnldwmss»d."WewoaJdhope
the switch over to the new switching equipment would be done by
May of 1989eofcaher fiber or
cocvc*. m nc caapioyvc PBBKJDS
lots behmd the Jones Baildmg the
the University Baikhhg.
"We're trvmg to get those
parts of caaapas done first.'
.-AMMA*

M

ill.

■

, ■ ,1

,, . ,| ... -

Allgier chosen as
new registrar
Pace
Managing edkor
J i U Attg ier is adjusting to her promotion from Militant registrar to
registrar as students and faculty
members tie the phone hoes with
questions concerning registration,
)<>«J»J» aad transcripts, and record

The diversity of the three registrar
departments, each with its different
problems, students snd faculty members , keeps her position versatile and
never routine, according to Allgier.
As registrar. Allgier oversees the
actiorM of the aVeedcpwtawjMi, along
with other responsibilities including
reports on enrollment, NCAA verification far —ivenity athhrtts. chairmaa of me withdrawal aaaajagajaj and
rerxesentativeon the Council of Academic Affairs.
"As keeper of the records. I make
sure its feasible to do what the faculty
senate wants to do when it comes to
makjng grade changes or setting policies," she said.
Registration, records and transcripts, aad record management offices are led by administrative assistants, who Allgier describes as knowl edgeabie and very capable.
Allgier instructs the administrative
assistants, making sure their areas are
run smoothly, waft feasible solutions
found for adequate concerns.
1 don't have my fingers in one
specific job because the assistants do
then jobs very well. Combined, they
have 41 years of experience at the
university,'' she said.
Though Allgier doesn't normally
deal with students as much as staff and
faculty, one of her main concerns when
taking over in late Jane was making
sure incoming freshmen had the same
nric Marina oppu tunnies provided to
then upperclassmen.
I fen orientation was very impor-

25-27
2*-Sept.3

5-18
12-17

19- 24
24-Oet.l
3-8

SSSLm
cveP

Jill AJIgier

tant and remained active in the pro
gram throughout the summer," she
said.
When planning for the upcoming
year, Allgier predicts only gradaal
changes necessary to keep the offices
running efficiently.
"A common goal shared by staff
members throughout the university is
getting the student service offices to
work together," Allgier said, "I understand this will take years of planning
through a steady process."
Allgier replaced Ethel Smith, who
retired June 30.
She did her andgaaajjaaaj work at
Indiana S tateUni versity and her gradu ate at Eastern.
While at Indiana, AUgier was aasistant to the registrar and director of
admissions. She currently serves as presidentelect of die Kentucky Association of
Collegiate Registrars and Admissions
Officers and chairman oa the
Constitution Revision Coaaaiact of
the American Association of CofJegiaic Registrars and Admissions Officers.
Allgier's husband, A. David Allgier is director of admaiistrative information services at the university.
FALL 1988 CLASS PATTERN SCHEDULE

wahlraaauit Crocketae,

It-15
17-22

MWF

24-29
31-Nov. 5
7-12

14-19

at a coat of
Slj060,000fnndedbyal
Thecoatractfarl

21-24
UOm.3
5-1S
M-ja

TdfordHalL

Radio /haek SALE!
Welcome. Students!

MWT
TIF
FINAL

GET AN EXTRA

10°/o
OFF!
ANY ITEM M TM* AO!
WITH THIS COUPON ONLV.

OFFER GOOD ONLV AT
LOCATIONS SHOWN BELOW

Need Cash?
life Deliuer
Domino's Pizza, the world's largest
pizza delivery company, is now hiring
delivery drivers, H you are 18 years
old. have a vabd drivers license,
automobile insurance, a good driving
record, and access to a car. you can:
* Make an average of $5-$7 an hour
* Enjoy the freedom of being on the
road
* Work flexible hours
* Be part of the excitement of the
Worlds fastest-growing pizza delivery
Company.
To apply, stop in your local Domino's
Pizza store between 1 la.m and 10p.m.
•1986 Domino s Pizza. Inc.
119 S. Collins
KY 40475

Most Major

V

824-2211
* awaan or TAWOY cc*mtm*no*

.1

r*K*& «my »T *«meiP»T!NG sroaes ANO DEALERS
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Moore named director
of Minority Affairs

School merger alleviates
Model funding difficulties

c

By Donna Pace
Ma—git editor

Though the Richmond Independent School system and the university
failed to renegotiate a contract concerning funds lo university-owned
Model Laboratory School, further
controversy was avoided when the
city school system merged with the
county last week.
The lack of a contract between the
city system and the university would
have caused the tuition of those Model
students residing in the city district to
rise to approximately SI .500 yearly.
However, a 4-u>- I vote brought the
Richmond Independent School system lo an end Thursday, leaving the
two-year contract between the university and the Madison County School
System legally valid.
According to Dr. H. Hanly Funderburk, university president, the Model
Laboratory School will be under contract with the Madison County School
District, which voted to renew its
agreement with the laboratory on July
1.
"As far as I understand. Model is
corresponding with the Madison
County School District, and that
district's contract is in effect," Funderburksaid.
Model has contracts with city,
county and Berea school districts allowing the districts to funnel some of
the state money it gets for students
attending the laboratory, while the
university receives a large proportion
of the money going to the systems if
the students attend those districts instead of Model.
Contracts between the Madison
County and Berea school districts were
automatically renewed without renegotiation , but the Richmond I ndependent School system chose to renegotiate the contract
The university and the city school
district had been in a deadlock over
how much state money each should
get for 115 city students attending
Model.

Hearing on funding to
be held on Monday
Progress staff report
The Council on Higher Education
will hold a hearing at 9 am. Tuesday
in the Perkins Building to review the
1988/1989 funding formula for higher
education developed in the state legislature.
The hearing is one of eight to be

better understand the differences and
similarities of races because "people
are people first"
"The world would be a better place
and a better society if we could all
accept arid understand our differences
and through those differences, help
those that are not as advantageous as
others." she said. "People are afraid of
differences, but there is nothing to
fear."
On the side of cultural enrichment,
Moore already has several events
scheduled for the semester.
In September, a live jazz band will
perform on campus and a theatrical

In the 1986-87 school year, Model
received SI40.301, or 86.4 percent of
the state average daily attendance
money for these students, while the
city system received $22,105. or 13.6
percent
The Richmond board sought a
!*rger share of the money, demanding
renegotiation of the contract However, the university found it "unfeasible'' to lower its allotment and refused to change the formula used in
determining money distribution.
Jan Tunnell, city board chairman,
agreed with Funderburk and re-emphasized that the students formerly of
the ci ty district are now a part of the
Madison County district, with those
wishing to attend Model doing so
through the standards of the Madison
County contract with the university.
According to Tunnell, the agree
ment is renewable every two years,
with the last renewal date being July 1
1988.
However, a contract can be rene
gotiated earlier if an advanced one
year notification is given by the party
seeking a contract change, she said.
Though the two systems have officially merged. Ray Read, a principal
from the city district, described it as an
administrative merger.
"There will be one school board,
one set of books and one account for
the combined school systems," Read
said. "Next fall I'm sure more permanent decisions will be man>. ■
Though questions concerning
Model funding were raised by concerned parents at last week's board
meeting, neither county or city school
system leaders provided concrete
answers.
City board member Karla Black
said the meeting was conducted mainly
to merge the two districts.
"Parents brought up questions about
the Model funding situation, but they
were never really answered by officials or lawyers—just kind of thrown
around." she said.

held on the campuses of Kentucky's
state colleges and universities.
Representatives from the council's
funding committee and possibly other
members of the council will be present
The hearing is free and open to the
public.

Give it the
old college try.
LtXINCTON iHLRALD-LtAIX-.R

leaf StreSS
Photo by Rob CanSean Elkins, a graduate student from Beattyville, agonizes
in the hot sun last week when temperatures reached the
mid-90s inside many buildings on campus.

20% off on all perms
exp. Sept. 9, 1988

matrix

THE

TREND

623-6118
101 Pin Oak Dr.
Farm Bureau Building

When you subscribe to the Hecald-Leader this semester,
you'll get local, state, national, and international news,
award-winning sports coverage and up-to-the minute
concert news. And you'll save 42% off the regular
subscription rate. Sign up today at one of our campus sales
locations or use the coupon below C'mon give us the old
college try.

Drug testing ended

,n .•
_. *_
»»_ »
(Contmued
from n
Page One)
lems.

"Even under the suspension I may
do that but I' ve got until November lo
make that decision." Combs added.
He said he would not authorize examination of athletes "arbitrarily," but
only if they had tested positive before.
Ohio Valley Conference Commissioner Jim Delaney sent a letter to
Combs asking for a copy of the
university's guidelines a few days prior
to Combs' decision.
He said he responded to Delaney's
request with the stipulation that the
testing provisions were void.
The NCAA will reportedly challenge the latest judgement against it
on the grounds that a majority of its
member schools adopted its program
of testing athletes participating in
NCAA championships and a federal
court in Seattle upheld its constitutionality earlier.
Only 31 of 3,304 student-athletes.

■■ •han one percent lost their eligibility for postseason competition during 1987-88 and only 34 of 3.360 were
disqualified in 1986-87 because of
positive drug tests, according to The
NCAA News.
coach and the athlete's parents are
notified and mandatory counseling
lakes effect
A third positive test can mean suspension, financial aid revolvement and
permanent ineligibility to be determined by the coach and parents.
"We ha ve gotten to the second stage
where the kid has to call his parents in
front of the coach." Combs said.
Two years ago. two university football players were declared ineligible
for further postseason competition
when they tested positive following a
Division I-AA playoff game.
That incident prompted Combs to
request the football team be screened
last fall before the end of the regular
season when the Colonels seemed destined to make the playoff s so the coaching staff would be aware of any prob-

r
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If you want pictures then call me:
Rob 624-0380.

!! FRIEND H
Young man 26, seeks corresponDONT BUY MUSIC until you visit dence from anyone with a sincere
RECORDSMITH. EKU By-Pass heart and mind Presently serving
6235058
time in the Ohio Penal System.
Enjoys all sports, reading and
Mature woman with good refer- meeting new people. He's single.
ences needed to care for infant. wen educated, ambitious and due
Perferabty in my home.; call 623 to be released in Oct. of 1988.
Anyone interested in meeting new
9460 after 5 pm
people and developing new friendship, please contact:
NEED A GOOD TYPIST? Ca« Lamar Conyers #185-006 Post
Tammy 622 2539. Good knowl Office Box #69 London, Ohio
edge erf APA.
43140.

PIANO FOR SALE
Responsible party to take up low
monthly payments on beautiful
console piano. Can toH free 1 -800346-2450.
POSTERS. T-Shirts. Comics, Buttons, new and used music.
RECORDSMITH 623-5058.
Death Row prisoner, Caucasian
male, age 42, desires correspondence with either male or female
college students. Wants to form a
friendly relationship and more or
less just exchange past experiences and ideas. Will answer all
letters and exchange pictures. If
interested, write to Jim Jeff ers, P.O.
Box B 38604, Florence. Arizona
85232

-

.

3-Day (Save S18 48)
(Fri, Sat. Sun.)

.

5-Day (Save $19.44) ....
(Mon-frt)
School Y«or D*Mv*ry
August 25-Moy 12
Enclo" : .mypayment

I $36.00/schoolyeor
$2000/semestef
S34.00/schoolyear
$19 00/semestet

FaM Semester Dallvary
August 25-December 20

Check

VUo

Mattwcard

EjpdaNon Dote

CafdNumtor
Stgnatuw

Name
Address.
Apt Rm No

Phone

£**■

State,

City-fl

w*h youl payment to :
Student Subscription*
Lexington Herald-Leader
Main a Midland
Lexington. Kentucky 40507

MOM

sub center
W. THIRD AND MAIN STREETS

I

There will be no delivery to dormitory residents during school holidays.
Please allow 3-5 days (or delrvery to start
^^ I

6" Turkey and Ham Sub Club,
Chips, and a Medium Drink...

LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER
InrUarvliiprmatHiii Telephone 2\i- 1M4 Or TiM free I HtMtWHHHI

for only *J)o. 1 U
m

Make your degree pay off. Regis
ter with CD&P Jones 319

One part-time position at Studio 27
for 1-6 p.m. or 1-9 p.m. shirt

S55 00/school year
a $30.00/semostof

7-Day (So/e $41.36)
(Evwy day including Sunday)

lassified
Campus Cuts will open first day ot
classes, student discounts

n

42% Off
Student/Foculty Otter

»««—»»■

For your new back-to school hair designs, it's

Professional Salon

group will perform in October. Also, a
dinner playhouse is scheduled for
November with a student production
of either a variety show or theatrical
show.
Lastly, Moore is hoping to schedule an achievers ball in December to
recognize outstanding black leaden
and December graduates.
"We need to accentuate those who
receive degrees because that's what
we're (the university) all about," she
said. "We're here to help everyone
reach their potential."
Moore's husband. Tun, is assistant
track coach at the university. They
have one son, Steven, 14, who attends
Model Laboratory School.

(Continued from Page One)

RECORDSMITH buys USED
music in excellent condition. EKU
BY-Pass. 623-5058.
COLLEGE REP WANTED to work
5-15 hours per week on campus
starting next fal term. Good income. For information and application write to: Collegiate Marketing Services, 251 Glenwood Drive,
Mooresville, NC28115.

Now accepting applications lor
"Classmate of the Month" at Studio
27.

JAZZERCISE DANCE FITNESS
CLASS - #1 Fitness Program in
America. Low-impact aerobics for
all levels of fitness. Variety of music
and Certified Instructor. Mon. &
Wed. - 4:30 p.m. in Baptist Student
Center, EKU. Campus. No class
on EKU. holidays. Multiple
classes-$2.50 each. Single class$4.00. 20% Discount lor E.K.U.
Students ($2.00 class). For more
information call Debbie Guy. 623
6654. JOIN ANY TIME!

ANNOUNCING A NEW DATING
CLUBI!
MEET YOUR MATE. JOIN THE
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS WHO
SAY THANKS KEEP UP THE
GOOD WORK." SHED THAT
BOREDOM. JOIN EXPRESSIONS, ITS AN EASY ECONOMICAL WAY TO MEET SOMEONE
SPECIAL. SEND A LG. SASE
FOR FREE DETAILS TO EX- 1965 Mustang, runs good, needs
PRESSIONS BOX 1472 ASH- body work, $1250.00; call 6249183.
LAND. KY. 41105-41723

When You Need The
Cash and You Don't
Know What to Do
Give the Progress
Classifieds a Try!
Call 622-1872
For More Info, or
Come to Room
117 of the Donovan
Building.
-

CARPET-CARPET-CARPET
See Big Full Rplls
STACKED FLOOR T6 CEILING

Everything must sell!

[For best results:
ADVERTISE IN
PROGRESS
CLASSIFIEDS
Call 622-1872
D00RBUSTERS
SELECTED SHUINGS
ALL DRV L0N6I
I0HM- I »M
ADDITIONAL 10% OFF
0NV PURCHASE!
1 PM - 6 PM
REEBOK SN0ES
SO OFF ANY PRIR
• PM - 9PM
SUIIMSUITS - $0.99 E0CN
sr.ir.cTtt STYLES
WH 111 Ti CD USE

••LIES T« 145

WOLFF TANNING 0E0S
S fit ITS/111

|( UISITS/S17.5I

SESSIONS HIST IE if El IT
H/Sl/ll
CIMINI MINI

Kims Hair Salon 112 North Second St. across from Courthouse.
Student specials: Wet Cuts - guys
$5.00; girls $8.00. Also Perms,
Sunbursts 623-5505.
ENTRY LEVEL/$8.10 National
corporation has several openings
in Richmond area. Internships/
scholarships possible Hours flexWe Can 271-4718 (mam office).

REMNANTS-REMNANTS-REMNANTS
Anderson Carpet Co., Inc.
Dalton Georgia Mill Outlet
Interstate 75, Richmond Kentucky
At Exit 90
The North Richmond Fxit

<

'■OT* Ml DEI M0PIE
■ENT0H - «5« EACH

UDI0
T*t Coif, Shop

455 EASTERN RV-PRSS
RICHMOND

524-2727
LIMIT INE EIMIES ,/,,/„
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University Book & Supply
The Store that!
the Student More!

The Students Store • Just Off Campus

528 Eastern By-Pass

Carpetbagger
p** by RC* c»n
Will Hicks of Gainesville, Ga. .took a break from seliing carpet outside the Powell Building
Monday. Hicks was selling custom-fit dormitory carpet for Kimberly Mac Dalton Carpets,
a company that sends salesmen to college campuses to find students who don't have
carpet when school begins.

Hotline offered for students
needing sympathetic ear
By Lisa Borders
Assistant news editor
Suicide is the second leading cause
of death among college students, according 10 the book "Abnormal Psychology" by Davison and NeaL In an
attempt to keep this alarming statistic
Cram rising, several people are trying
to establish a hotline on campus.
Dan Brenyo. a former student senate president and continuing student,
decided the university needed some
sort of communication line to help
students with various problems 24
hours a day.
Through Brenyo's efforts with the
assistance of Tom Myers, vice president for student affairs, and Lynn
Whayne, coordinator of residence hall
programs, student senate and the Baccalaureate Students Nurses Association are co-sponsoring a hotline.
"There are counseling services
available on campus during business
hours, but we wanted something that
would fill the gap," Brenyo said.
"Students don't want to goto their
friends because they're afraid of what
they'll think. And some won't go into
the counseling center because they're
afraid someone wiU see them."
Several years ago, a hotline was
established through the counseling
center located in Ellendale Hall.
According to EUendale's director.

Calvin Tolar, the line was established success, there needs to be volunteers.
According to Whayne, volunteers
in 1973, but lasted only about five
need to be good communicators, espeyears due to several problems.
cially good listeners—someone who
The line was located at the center
is sympathetic and caring.
and student volunteers worked
"We don't need someone who
throughout the night waiting for phone
always
wants to give answers,"
calls. The students were trained by the
Whayne said. "A lot of it is just giving
counselors on how to handle the callthem a contact."
era.
The volunteers will be mainly lisHowever, Tolar said "relatively tening and referring because they will
few" calls were made to the hotline. not be trained for counseling.
Another problem with the hotline
Volunteers will have a list of more
was that after many of the students than 200 agencies on hand that the stuwere trained, they would quit because dents can call for further assistance or
of the lack of calls. "It was kind of a advice.
Whayne said they would like to
thankless thing." he said.
In an attempt to improve the con- have as many volunteers as possible.
How often each volunteer works
cept of the hotline, jfjldent volunteers
will now be allowed*) remain in then- will depend on the total number of
own residence hall rooms while work- volunteers. Whayne said she hopes to
have volunteers working only one
ing for the hotline.
Students can dial CHAT, which is night a week or possibly in two-week
shifts.
connected to public safety. Whoever
"We need a lot of people power,"
answers the phone at public safety will
Myers said. "If we can get that, this
connect the caller with a student volthing will go. The beauty of it is that
unteer who is in his room.
students will be working together to
Tolar said be thought allowing the
students to be on call in their rooms help other students."
Anyone interested in volunteering
could possibly bring better results.
for
the hotline can pick up an applicaBrenyo agreed.
tion in the student senate sf f ice and in
"This will make it a lot easier on the Whayne's office in Beckham Hall.
volunteers and hopefully bring in a lot
AU applicants will be screened and
interviewed before being accepted. All
more of them," he said.
And that's what they're hoping for. calls will be kept confidential and ona
In order for the hotline to become a first-name basis.

ADVERTISING IN THE PROGRESS CAN HELP YOUR BUSINESS
GROW. CALL US AT 622-1872 FOR MORE INFORMATION!

Check us out
and see who does, offer you more!

2f

MORE USED BOOKS!
(And more on the way!)

FREE CHECK CASHING!
VISA AND MASTERCARD ACCEPTED!
PAST CHECKOUT-NO WAITING!

21

STUDENT EMPLOYEES!
(Your friends)
(Students doing business
with students)

2f

BUYING TEXTBOOKS TODAY!
Instant cash for books today!

2f

TICKETMASTER!
Reds«INXS«George Michael
Sporting Events

^f

GEORGE MICHAEL CONCERT
TICKET DRAWING!
Foor Seats*Drawing Date August 31

BACK TO SCHOOL
ITlEflnS
YOU'LL BE nEEDinG

Remember to
call the
Progress
for results.

SOmE EXTRA

^
********************

Be a
*

Super
Star

Staff writers are
needed to cover
news, sports and
campus activities.
The Progress is
also looking for
a special sections
editor.
Salary:$20week .
Applications in
117Donovan
Annex.
1

* * * a * A Aa-J--L
rWWWwWWWWWW

NO HASSLES«NO WAITING
NO RED TAPE

now HminG
at

^

TEXTBOOK RESERVATIONS!

BURGER KinG
2917 Richmond Road in Lexington
DAT SHIFT flno CLOSERS
STAATinB AT IS.75/HB.
IlIGHT SHIFT
STAATinB AT 13.50/HB.

269-1144

THE CHOICE FOR ALL
EASTERN STUDENTS!

University Book & Supply
528 Eastern By-Pass
ust Off Campus
OPEN: Registration Week
9:00 AM til 8:00 PM
For Your Convenience
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Planetarium may open in November
By Brent Kisncr

of any planetarium used for educational purposes on a college campus.
After nearly 12 years of planning,
He estimated the coat of the facility
waiting and litigation, the university's at SI.8 million, but the university only
Hummel Planetarium will become put up about $900,000 when it origifully operational around November, nally contracted with Spitz Inc. for the
according to Dr. Jack Fletcher, direc- equipment and labor in 1976.
tor of the planetarium since Sept. 1977.
"The price today is considerably
The equipment for what Fletcher
higher than it was then," Fletcher said.
called a "Space Voyage Planetarium''
"Eastern hasn't gone and shelled out a
arrived in mid-July, which will put the
lot of money."
university on the forefront of colleThe university was able to negotiate
giate astronomical technology.
"It can do about as much as you want the deal through an out-of-court setit to do," Fletcher said. "We can, in tlement more than a year ago after
fact, leave the surface of the earth and filing suit against Spitz for allegedly
travel out as far as 100 astronomical failing to provide services outlined in
units (approximately 9.3 billion miles). the 1976 contract, according to
This is something that very few plane- Fletcher.
tariums in the country can do."
The planetarium equipment was supFletcher said, according to the 1988 posed to arrive in Nov. 1979, but the
edition of the International Plane- delivery was delayed until July 1980,
terium Society directory, the new fa- according to Fletcher.
cility will rank as the 12th largest
Installation look several months and
observatory out of some 1,500 in the the equipment never worked properly
United States and as the third biggest because it did not meet specifications.
News editor

Watching and waiting
Students crowded into the Food Services Office in the Powell Building this week to get
approval for board plans and Colonel Cards so they could eat on campus this semester.
The line backed up through the hallway to the game room in the bowling alley.

Bates, Childress preview year;
student senate meets Tuesday
By Donna Pace
Managing editor

Development director sought
By Amy Caudill
Editor
The Division of Development is
currently interviewing candidates for
its director's position.
Beverly Burrus, administrative assistant to Donald Feltner, who is vice
president for university relations and
development, said about 80 applications had been submitted from people
all over the nation.
"I would say that a good many of
them are from Kentucky, but they're
certainly from a number of other states
as well.
The search for a new director ensued when Dr. Jack H. Gibson announced that he was leaving the position to lake a job at the university of
Michigan.

The position has been advertised in
the Chronicle of Higher Education,
the Lexington Herald-Leader, the
Louisville Courier-Journal and on
college campus throughout Kentucky.
Burrus said the advertisements
called for a candidate who was highly
organized and innovative, possessing
a strong managerial background and
excellent written, oral and human relations skills.
A baccalaureat degree is required
for the position, but a master's degree
is preferred. The selection will be based
on qualifications and experience.

While students are still unpacking
nto dorm rooms, student senate leaders are typing letters, checking addresses-and studying phone lists in
development-oriented projects.
preparation for the final copy of the
The director will be responsible university phone book.
for reporting to Feltner on progress in
The rough draft, which will be
the division, providing direction and
leadership to all development activi- submitted to the printer by Sept. 1, is
ties, corporate and foundation rela- one of many projects president
Hunter Bates and vice president Scon
tions.
Childress have addressed this sumInterviews for the position end next mer.
According to Bates, the phone
week, and the new director will be
book,
which should be ready for circuinstalled as soon as the selection is
lation by Oct. 1, is his main concern,
completed.
though the first senate cabinet meet-

(3p)

Buy 1 Rose
Get 1 Free
Village Florist

Balloon Bouquet
Mixed Bouquet
Weekly Specials
QuaHtyl
Sorority Balloons

<*

6230340

125 South Third St.
Downtown next to bus station

Though his summer was spent out
of the state, Bates returned to campus
for the summer Board of Regents
meeting, where he served as the student representative.
Bates and Childress also attended a

student government convention in
Washington, D.C, that featured speakers from throughout the nation and
forums with other student leaders.
"We spent several hours talking
about ideas and problems other universities have," Childress said. "Many
programs taking place on other campuses gave us ideas for Eastern."
Ideas interesting Childress included
a book-buying program run by students and an off-campus shuttle bus
service.
"I'm not saying any of these programs could work efficiently at Eastem, but sometimes ideas like these
can be modified to suit our specific
needs," Childress added.

130 E. Main St

WET CUTS
HAIR Guys $5
ssa^ie

" Let us deliver

your message today!'

RESERVE

ing will be held this afternoon.
The first regular senate meeting is
5 p.m. Aug. 30,intheJaggersRoomof
the Powell Building.
"We will spend the first meeting
getting acquainted, relaying goals and
discussing senate vacancies," Bates
said.
Bates said his three-month break
from the office allowed him to be
more creative with ideas for his presidential term.

ANDERSON
623-2300

"We just love Romance!"

The Division of Development is
responsible for fund-raising and other

3's A Crowd

he added.
Other products of the settlement included outfitting of a recording studio, extended warranty contracts on
the planetarium equipment and upgrading of lighting systems in the building, he said.
"These were provided because we
were opening up later than we had
planned to," Fletcher said.
"We can provide programs for any
class that wants to take advantage of
utem," neadded.'Ttdoesn'thavetobe
an astronomy class because we're a
large, multi-media facility."
The turnaround in the fate of the
planetarium coincided with a change
in management of Spitz Inc., which
had been independendy owned before
it was acquired by Transnational Industries, Fletcher indicated.
"The company has been more than
fair with us, and we have no complaints." he said. 'They've done everything they could to correct the mistakes."

Girl9

*8

MANEwith this coupon

OFFICERS' TRAINING

CORPS

But Who's Complaining!

3 ROLLS
^*3.33
with this coupon
(Original Rolls Only)

Expires 8/31/8 8
rurfland M;ill
277 4559

Richmond Mall

Festival Market
255 8824

623-2 138

Hamhoch Liquor

^

204 E. Water St.
next to Bear & Butt

Largest Keg
Selection in Town
Ice 50tf
Stop in & check out the
Back to School Specials!
Students' checks cashed with ID

IIIirror's Images Sponsors
Sneak Preuieui Fashion Show

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS ON THESE
DOORS FIRST.
Why? Because Army ROTC helps you develop
management and leadership skills. Builds your
self-confidence. And makes you a desirable
candidate in the job market
There's no obligation until your junior year,
but stick with it and you'll have what it takes to
succeed—in college and in hfe.

(

Introducing the battls of the UJs,
Dancing, and Refreshments!
Coma on out and join us for a night of fan I
Friday Sept. 2, 1988
Time
8:00 - until
Location
Telford
Community Centet
(YMCA)
1100 East Main St.
Richmond, Ky.

mirror's
Images
120 South Second St.

623-4090

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
Contact CPT Bill Hillard
Begley 519 or call 622-1208
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General education requirements change
Progress staff report
HPR 180 and 181 and MAT 090
and 09S general education courses
have undergone changes that begin
this semester.
HPR 180. formerly Basic Physical
Education, has been changed to Fitness and WeUness. The revised course
description is "Examination of wellness concepts associated with physical and motor fitness with lecture and
laboratory experiences for individual
assessment, practice of exercise systems, and improvement of bedy function."

sports, dance, aquatics and exercise
systems."
Students are no longer required to
take HPR 18(yi81 in their first two
semesters at the university. Special
permission to drop HPR 180/181 is no
longer required.
Students are recommended to take
classes for the physical education and
health component in the following
order HPR 180: HEA 281; Personal
Slid Community Health: and HPR 282.
Students may take HPR 282 before
taking HPR 180. but the two may not
be taken in the same semester.

ously failed the course. MAT 105 will
be offered for the last time this semester for students meeting the prerequisite requirements.
MAT 100, College Mathematics:
A Computational Approach has been
replaced by MAT 106, Applied Finite
Mathematics. The course description
for the new class is The application
of mathematical models to real-world
problems including problems in the
social and behavioral sciences." MAT
095 must be taken before MAT 106.

Economics 120. Economics in a
World Setting; Principles and ECO
130. Contemporary Economic ProbBeginning with the Spring 1989
lems are no longer included under
semester, HPR 181 will change to
ECO 230 and 231. The statement now
HPR 282. Exercise. Movement and
reads as "Students who have previSports Skills. The revised course deously completed and/or are currently
scription is "Course focuses on skill
Spring 1989 will be the last se- taking both ECO 230 and 231 will not
acquisition and improvement of body mester MAT 105 is offered and will receive credit for ECO 120 or ECO
function through selected activities in only be open to students who previ- 130."
AU sections of HPR 180 will now
have the same curriculum.

90 percent of
/students
from Kentucky

Certain classes in the mathematics curnculum have been changed also.
MAT 090 and 095 have been
revised to eliminate the need for MAT
105.

ip m m w

p r#
Freshman Friends
?° " P""*** BOH™
Michealann Chaffin, left, a freshman from Raceland, and Janice Richardson, a freshman
from Berea, enjoy a quiet conversation at the annual picnic held on the grounds of
President Hanly Funderburk's home Monday.

To advertise in the next issue of
the Progress,
call Brent New, ad director: 622-1872

Progress staff report
New university faculty learned more
about the types of students they will be
teaching this year from a broad study
done by the university's Division of
Institutional Testing and Research.
The study revealed that the majority of students (90 percent of fall 1987
freshmen) are from Kentucky and
about 56 percent of last year's freshmeit came from farms or communities
of less than 10,000 population.
Only 12 percent of university students come from households with
family incomes of $50,000 or higher
while 27 percent came from families
with incomes below $18,000.
Religiously, 43 percent belong to
the Bsptistdenomination while 17 percent are Roman Catholics, the two
largest affiliations cited. Three percent claimed no religious affiliation.
The average American College Test
score of fall 1987 freshman was a 16.5
with scores ranging from three to 31.
The national average for college bound
seniors is 18.6.
A "B " is the most commonly earned
grade in university classes at the 100
through 500 level curriculum, and an
"A" is the most common one awarded
in 700 and 800 level courses.
According to Dr. Dean Acker, director of the Division of Institutional
Testing and Research, material for the
study was taken from the university's
academic computing and Registrar's
offices and from information provided
by the ACT program.

UI don't want
a lot of hype.
I just want
something I
can count on.95

Local man
injured in
accident

Progress staff report
A 24-year-old Richmond man was
slightly injured Monday afternoon
when the Honda motorcycle he was
operating hit a 1981 Ford Mustang on
Kit Carson Drive in front of Commonwealth Hall
According to Wynn Walker, the
assistant director to university public
safety, Ronnie Barnes was unable to
stop his motorcycle when the car,
driven by Brent Boling, 17, of
Shelby ville, braked to allow a pedestrian to cross the street
Barnes was taken to Pattie A. Clay
Hospital where he was treated and
released. Boling was not injured.

Some long distance companies promise you the moon,
but what you really want is dependable, high-quality service.
That's just wiiat youll get when
you choose AT&T Long Distance
Service, at a cost that's a lot less
than you think. You can expect
low long distance rates, 24-hour
operator assistance, clear connections and immediate credit
for wrong numbers. And the
assurance that virtually all of
your calls will go thitxigh the
first time. That's the genius of
the AT&T worldwide Intelligent
Network.
When it's time to choose,
forget the gimmicks and make
the intelligent choice, AT&T.
If youti like to know more
about our products or services,
like International Calling and
theAT&TCard.callusat
1 800 222-0300.

Mrs. Stanton's Palm Reading
Past, Present and future

"STUDENTS"
Get a $20 palm reading
for $5 or receive a $25
|card reading for $10 with ID
and this "AD"
Open 9:00 am --11:00 pm
363 Big Hill Ave.
Richmond,
Kentucky 40475

623-2024

[

GALDA S GOLD
AND VARIETY
Antiques * Jewelry
Collectibles
•We Buy and Sell Gold*
10% off
w/AD

AT&T

624 2939
■

The right choice.,

Located:
Across horn the State lank
447 Mg Mi Ave.
RtahfTrOod, KY

r
/
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Caudill, Pace return
to head Progress staff
Progress itafT report
Eight members of last year's
Eastern Progress staff have returned
to serve on the 1988-89 edition of the
university's official student newspa-

per

-A

Amy Caudill, features editor a
year ago, takes over as editor of the
new staff. Caudill, 21, a senior journalism major from Blackey, has interned at The Mountain Eagle in
Whitesburg in 1987 and was editor of
the Upward Bound newsletter at the
university this summer.
Donna Pace, news editor last year,
will be second in command as managing editor. Pace, 21, a senior journalism major from Winchester, spent her
summer with U. S. Senator Milch
McConnell in Washington. D. C. as a
press assistant.
Brent Risner, 21, a senior journalism major from Mount Sterling,
moves from sports editor to news
editor. Risner was a reporter for the
Mi. Sterling Advocate this summer
and also served an internship with the
Citizen Voice A Times in Irvine a year
ago.
Lisa Borders has been named the
assistant news editor for the coming

year. Borders. 22, a senior journalism
major from Springfield, interned for
Landmark
newspapers
in
Campbellsvi lie, Lebanon, Liberty and
Springfield this summer.
Jackie Hinkle. 21, a senior journalism major from Troy, Ohio, will be
responsible for editing newspaper copy
once again. Hinkle stayed in Richmond
this summer to work on the Progress
summer issue.
Jennifer Feldman takes over as
features editor after a year at the arts/
entertainment desk. Feldman, 20. a
junior journalism major from Louisville, also worked for Landmark
newspapers this summer in
ShelbyvUle, Lawrenceburg, Bedford,
Carrollton and LaGrange.

Jeffrey Newton, sports editor,
represents the fourth and final new
section staffer. Newton, 20, a junior
journalism major from Louisville,
interned at the Citizen Voice A Times
during the summer.
On the advertising side. Brent
New, a21 -year-old senior public relations and advertising major from Pleasure ville, returns as director for a second term.
He will receive support from four
advertising representatives: McKinley Dailey. Anthony Mertz. Kim
Marcum and Margrith Semoncs.
Dailey. 27. is a senior business
marketing and management major
from Lancaster.

Mertz, 21, is from Smithville and
Taking Feldman's place as arts/ junior computer information systems
entertainment editor is Joe Griggs, a major.
21-year-old Lexington native and jourMarcum, 25, comes to the uninalism major. Griggs was a regular
versity from Dryden, Mich, and is a
contributor to the arts/entertainment senior journalism major. She has
section last year.
served internships at two advertising
Another new staff member, agencies: AD-SUCCESS in Lexing- Smile please
«■•» °v "<* Cwr
Kenneth Holloway, is serving as ac- ton and Doe-Anderson in Louisville.
Phillip Gray, 26, a group language leader who is serving as a guide for French students
tivities editor. Holloway. 20, is a junSemones
is
a
senior
public
reiavisiting
the UnitedStates, photographed university football players at the Colonels' media
ior from Louisville majoring in jourtions major from Jeffersonviue, Ind. day last week.
nalism.
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ACUVUE

>C0*J^3&£.
Introducing
the Best
Pizza Value
on Campus
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Coniaci Le^s

'jt^UimH^tyvUmt/M
DISPOSALFNSSM SYSTEM

Intnxlucing...

The first
disposable
contact lens!
Nov. .iv.iil.ililc from:

Contact Lens Center
205% Geri Lane
Richmond, KY. 40475

You get:
• Free Dejiveiy^
• Guaranteed 30 Minute Delivery or your
pizza is $3.00 off.
• Large 16 inch size (larger than most!)
• Real dairy cheese
• No check charge

(606)623-6643
I am pleased to announce that we are now offering the
ACUVUE* Disposable Contact Lens from Johnson £r
Johnson. This revolutionary new contact lens offers you
many advantages. You can eliminate the time, hassle, and
cost of cleaning and disinfecting care, while gaining the
benefit of having a fresh pair of contact lenses on hand at
all times
The disposable contact lens can help protect your eye
health too! As you may know, deposits build up on lenses
over time. This can lead to decreased vision and even the
possibility of more serious eye health issues. With
disposable lenses, you simply throw out the lenses and
replace them with a fresh sterile pair in as little as one or
two weeks.
Call us today so we can make an appointment to see if
you are a good candidate for this revolutionary new
disposable contact lens wear system.

Call us:

623-7724

119 South Collins
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Welcome
Back

Welcome
Back

Car Stereo
Custom installations

623-7135

Southern Hills Plaza
KENWOOD
A tall Order

Progress photo/Charlie Bollon

Harry Ransdell of Fred Anderson Paintery applies a fresh
coat of paint at the Powell Building this weeJi Preliminary
renovation has already begun there as part of a larger
project at the student center.

Graphic EQ-Amplifier
50 Watts Max
List Price $180.00
$130.05
AM/FM Cassette
Auto-Reverse Bass A
Treble Controls
List Price $210.00
$150.95

Compact Disc Plsyor

Cassette/Receiver

AM/FM CD Player
Theft Proof Chasis
High Power 2SW ♦ 2SW
List Price $009.95
$705.00

AM/FM Cassette
Digital-Auto Reverss-Music Search
List Price $289.95
$199.95

AM/FM Cassette
Digital-Auto-Reverse
Theft Proof Chasie
List Price $396.00
$299.95

fG23

AM/FM Cassette
Theft Proof Chasts
High Power-20 W+20W
Music Search-Auto Reverse
list $490
$359.06

ShootersWantea
See Charlie Bolton at
the Progress office if
you are interested in
taking pictures for the
paper.

61/2" Maxxial 3-way Speakers
120 Watts Max
List Price $156.00
$99.95
Amplifier

Graphic Equalizer/Amplifier

Power Amplifier
140 Watts Max per channel
List Price $420.05
$288.00

9 Band Eq-Amplifier
50 Watts
List Price $240.05
$140.05

6x9 Maxxial 4 way Speakers
200 Watts Max
List Price $264.00
$160.05

^PVLE
I rousmes

o©
AM/FM Cassette
Digital-Auto Reverse-Clock
List Price $240.05
$$170.95

"The Pounder"
150 Watts per channel Max
List Price $315.05
$225.00

Power Amplifier
80 Watts Max per channel
Bridgeable for Mono 120 Watts
List Price $309.95
$243.00

AM/FM Cassette
Auto-Reverse
List Price $180.05
$139.05

CD Player
Auto Track Selection
Random Plays
Connects to any
Car Stereo
List Price $599.95 .
$439.95

See your pictures
in the Progress.
v

Equalizer-Crossover
9 Band - Fader
Subwoofer Output
Controls 3 Amps
List Price $259.95
$199.00

wp!^
Digital-Auto reverse
Clock-Fader
List Price $213.05
$179.^J

^

7=V|H]

:•-;

-^ aracD - fci?- F"~l

-~

r" its rear decKbf any car
Ideal for Mini f rucks
100 Watts per channel Max
List Price $279*5
$100.05

A World Leader in Technology

<J* AM/FM Cassette

M

Contact Charlie Bolton,
photo editor
622-1872.
^

Digital Power Amplifier
100 Watts ♦ 100 Watts
list Price $459.95
$395.00

Digital Power Amplifier
50 Watts + 50 Watts
List Price $300.05
$279.95

0 HITACHI
^^

Photographers are
needed to cover
campus events.

Digital Power Amplifier
200 Watts ♦ 200 Watts
List Price $640.05
$585.00

Designed for all Pickups
150 Watts per channel Max
List Price $389.95
$298.50

90

.

AM /FM Cassette
High Power 25W+25W
Auto Reverse-Fader
Dolby BAC Music Search
List Price $379.95
$299.96

AM/FM Cassette
High Power 20W+20W
Auto Reverse
List Price $260.05
$179.95

THUMP
THUMP ADD A SUBWOOFER TO YOUR
CAR STEREO SYSTEM -UNBELIEVABLE
THUMP
THUMP BASS -PRICES START AT $49.95 ea.
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Instructor gives personal
view of first day of school

'• _.

Progress photo/Charlw Bolton

i Three Amigos
Beth Kirkpatrick, left, Brent Girdler, and Renee Hoerlein were among many freshman
who enjoyed a picnic at President Hanly FunderbunVs home Monday, an event held
each year before the fall semester begins to allow incoming students to meet the president and each other.

Welcome back,
students, faculty
OC

OCCt/l

The Kitstem I Vuivss

from

Victor Bendall is a professor of of your choice, but that topic should be
chemistry who wrote this scenario of related in some manner to the class
the first day of classes.
objectives, although exceptions can
be made when the student cannot think
"Good morning, this Is the first of a related topic.
meeting of wool gathering 107. It is
"We all know that written exams
customary to pass out a sheet on class
policy today, but I did not have time to and papers are often not representamake it out so I'll just summarize it for tive of your actual knowledge of a
you right now.
course, so 80 percent of your grade
will be based upon my assessment of
"This class meets three times a your general attitude and class particiweek — Monday. Wednesday and pation.
ftiday, except on alternate Fridays
"I don't want you to feel pressured
until midsemester. At that time, I shall
by
the
need for a good grade, but of
be out of town at the National Wool
Gatherers Association meeting, which course if you don't come to class, you
will require some adjustments to our won't learn much. So I should warn
you that to get the automatic'A'ususchedule.
ally earned in this class demands that
"We shall meet on the Tuesday, you attend at least 50 percent of the
Thursday and Friday sequence for the meetings.
remainder of the semester, although
the final will be given at the regular
''Less than that will drop your grade
time for the Monday. Wednesday, toa'B.' If you do not come to class,
Friday sequence unless, that is, I have you clearly deserve all that you get,
to pick up the speaker for the local and I shall give a 'C to those students
meeting of the Wool Gatherers Soci- unless they turn in at least one paper,
ety, in which case the final will be in which case a higher grade will norgiven at 11 a.m. the following day. mally be justified.
The final counts 20 percent of your
"I do expect papers to be turned in
grade.
on time. Any paper more than six
"Now. I shall expect a paper from weeks hue wil be penalized by at least
each of you weekly. It must be triple a full grade point The papers will
spaced and be at least one full page count 10 percent of the final grade.
long.
"The text for this course is "Selected Topics from the Journal of Pro"This is not a class in English, so crastination.'' which is now in its 12th
I will be lenient about spelling and edition.
grammar—after all. it is the concept
and ideas that are important, not how
Actually any of the last three ediwell they are expressed.
tions will do since my lectures are
They may be written on any topic based on the first edition. It may be 40

yean since the fust edition was written, but these continual updates have
done little but increase the price of the
text and incorporate recent advances
in the field.
"You can get by without buying
the text and save yourself $4.93. but
you must get the workbook, which has
been written in-house to go with this
course. Workbooks are available from
my office and will cost $39.93. You
should pick one up before the next
class meeting as you will not be allowed in class without it.
"Well this is the first day so I will
not start on the class in the remaining
40 minutes of the hour. Remember,
have your workbook with you next
Monday.
"Whoops, not next Monday —
at least, not with me—I have to consult in Washington next week so my
graduate assistant will be taking over.
Any questions?
"Ah. yes. you are right Twenty
percent of the grade is the final; 10
percent is the papers, and 80 percent is
my assessment and it does total 110
percent. That reflects the difficulty of
this course, which has consistently
ranked eighth in the department in that
regard.
"I expect, nay. demand, 110 percent of your effort to be put into this
class for it is only with a thorough appreciation of wool gathering that you
can hope to understand the psychology of the nation and us lawmakers."

Winner, circle Haza
across from the Richmond Mall
HMbok
LOW PRICES
*£%£
Tretom
Keds

ft-gwtespoafrrij

1 Dozen Roses in paper "!
Slather's Flower Shop
630 Big Hill Avenue. Suite 4
Richmond. KY 40475
(606) 624 0198

Coming
Wed., September 7

svse $14.50
Expires 8-31 S3
with coupon only

T. BOMBADIL'S
FIRST ST. RICHMOND

0

PknPdy Shoos <Z>

The famous styles you want, at prices you can afford.

Shopper's Village
Eastern By-Pass

$3.95
1 Dozen Roses in

HUE MUSIC Friday night
(The Final Four)

August 26

Rock-n-Roll
In T. Bomb's
New Beer Garden

cover
$1.00 cons

TOM'S PIZZA
The self-select family
shoe store that's really
different. You get it
alL.quality, selection
and savings. See all
the newest styles for
men, women and
children.

Home of the "Five PounderTom's 18" Pizza
WELCOME BACK SPECIALS!
10'
with two items

i
I

& 2 med. drinks

I

«■.

■

$4.95 _

623-6720
MasterCard or Visa Open evenings and open Sundays 1-6 pm.

18" JUMBO

FREE DEUVERY

with two item

$8.49.

623-8772

NO COUPON NECESSARY OFFER GOOD THRU 8/28

I
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Fraternity housing causes
conflict with Richmond
(CntkiMd from Page One)
mcni with one commitment if land and
utilities are available since there are
problems with the existing fraternity
houses.
"We would much prefer that they
go ahead and take one or whatever
wants to go." Baker said. "I don't
know if they'll ever get six or not"
Baker went on to say he and the city
of Richmond appreciate the university, but the problems between the
community and the city need to be
controlled.
Since the university does not plan
to begin the project with one commitment. Baker said in the meantime, if
problems should arise with the existing fraternity houses, a representative
of the university will be called to the
scene.
Baker said this procedure would
give the university a "first-hand understanding of what is taking place"
and a clearer view of the community's
problems with fraternity houses.
Daughterly said he would come to
the site of controversy if called but
would be able to do little to help since
the houses are under the city's jurisdiction.

Only two fraternities have houses Daugherty said.
registered with the university. RegisKevin Jones, an SAE who has
tration simply means that the frater- worked on the fraternity row project,
nity can hold fraternity functions at said his fraternity is satisfied with the
the house.
university's plans for fraternity row
Daugherty said since the houses and is not impatient to get it started.
are not on campus, the university has
Jones said his fraternity is using the
no power to shut them down. Only the time to collect funds for the project
city has that power.
and 10 design some rough house-plans.
When a problem arises. Daugherty
"We are patiently waiting. We are
can do little but talk to the fraternity not pushing it along, but we are not
and possibly revoke its registration.
holding it back either. We are doing
Ifa fraternity loses its registration our part." Jones said.
with the university, it is still entitled to
Like Daugherty. Jones attributes
live in a house, Daugherty said.
many of the problems on South Collins
The only change is that the frater- Street lo fraternity stereotyping.
nity may no longer hold fraternity
"I don't think the community sees
functions at the house, such as rush or understands what the fraternity is
parties or mixers with other Greek and what we have done." Jones said.
organizations.
They only see the bad."
Daugherty said if the probem has
Jones said the S AEs want to get
reached such drastic proportions, the along with the community.
city should deal with it rather than
"It would just work a lot better if
expecting the university to.
they would work with us instead of
Daugherty also said fraternities are against us," Jones said.
sometimes stereotyped as paniers and
If possible, the SAEs plan 10 stay
troublemakers and are sometimes on South Collins Street until fraternity
treated more severely than other young row is developed.
-,
people.
We are trying to get a place for us
They should be handled no dif- so that we don't bother the commuferently than any other citizen," nity," Jones said.

Important telephone numbers

Don Talk

Progress photo/Charli* Bofton

Dr. John Rowlett, vice president for academic affairs seated at right, spoke with several
freshman about the role of the university in their lives at President Hanly Funderburk's
annual picnic Monday.
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EARN $20.00 TODAY
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FED0S
Open
11:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. Monday - Thursday
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4:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. Saturday

Student

Everyone wins INSTANTLY in

T

Tuesday : fill Vou Can Eat
Spaghetti Special &
2 fer 1 Drinks
Thursday : $2.00
Pitchers
All Day
Open
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& Saturday
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Win your college ring FREE
or win savings up to $100!
Order your college ring NOW
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^UNIVERSITY
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Lighter to be tried in November
(Contiaeed from Page OK)

injuries sustained by Magruder and
King.
Michael Hance, a Louisville attorney representing Magruder, said he
will ask the court for "what's fair and
reasonable" regarding damages in his
suit.

Assembly of God bus their daughter
died in.
Larry Wayne Mahoney was
charged with 27 counts of murder in
that incident.
Hance said he saw no comparisons
between the Carroll ton and Richmond
"The bar people who pot the alco- cases except he happened to represent
hol in the system have to share the re- the families Of girls killed in each.
sponsibility." Hance sjid Monday.
Billings and her attorney, Charles
Ironically, Hance also represents Coy, filed a response to the complaint
James and Karolyn Nunnallee, a fam- on Aug. 1 denying the allegations,
ily who lost their 10-year-old child in adding the accident was the result of
the May 14 Carrollion bus crash. The negligence on the part of Magruder,
Nunnallee s Hied a suit requesting $ 1 King and Lighter.
in compensation and a recall of all
Billings also issued a cross claim
older school buses made by Ford Motor calling for all damages, if any,awarded
Company, the manufacturer of the the to the plaintiffs be assumed by Lighter

to a minor and "knew or should have
known that the defendant, Melinda
Lighter, was becoming intoxicated"
and continued to serve her with alcohol.
The plaintiffs also contend that the
employees of the bar "knew or should
have known" that Lighter would be
operating a motor vehicle and that she
"would be unable to safely and prudently operate her motor vehicle by
reason of her state of intoxication."
Lighter is also charged in thejpmplaint with operating her car in a
"grossly negligent and careless manner" that ultimately caused the fatal

ami for the recovery of legal expenses.
Jimmy Dale Williams, the attorney
for Morgan, was granted an extension
of 20 days by Chenauh on Aug. 18 to
submit a response to the complaint.
Williams would not comment on
the case. No trial date has been set for
the civil suit.
The Kentucky General Assembly
approved legislation during the past
session that protected anyone licensed
to sell alcoholic beverages from liability and exempted all civil actions filed
prior to July IS.
Hance noted that the new law did
not provide immunity for Morgan or
Billings because it applies only to those
served of legal drinking age, which
Lighter was not.

Funderburk predicts enrollment increase

MaDreader

Progress photo/Charlie Bolton

Kelley Naefe, sophomore management major from
Birmingham, Ala., tries to find a buildiing on the university map. Incoming students were provided maps
to help find their way around.

Progress staff report
The university may have its fourth
largest enrollment in the history, according to President Hanly Funderburk at a meeting with faculty and
staff members Monday.
"We will be leaching more students in 1988," Funderburk said,
adding the expectant enrollment to be
around 13.700 . "Higher education
has become important for more Kentuckianswho realize they need better
education to get better jobs."
According to Funderburk, the
increased enrollment is partially due

to the univerity's increased efforts to
better serve ha 22-county extended
region service which has resulted in
better understanding of regional needs
and expanded university programs and
services.
There is aim a substantial increase
in the numbers of credit and noncredit classes and part-time students,
he added.
Funderburk also reported to the
staff an increase of 9.3 percent in salaries for the state's regional universities. The univerity's increase is 24.6
percent.
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will receive a Free soft drink
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Captain
D's,
a great little seafood place.

AFRESH DEAL AFOOT

1059 Bereo Rood, Richmond

Introducing
New Baked FISH DINNER
— — — — — —— — -

The Club
Everybody loves Subway subs.

EAT IN OR
CARRY OUT
Cili Ahead For Faster Service'

624-9241

I
L

Two tool lone Hubs (or me price of one.

Not Good On Delivery
Expires : Oct. 25. 1988
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hGOOD FOOD
•GOOD SERVICE
♦AT GREAT PRICES
Weekly Specials

"Welcome Back EKU Students"
613 Big Hill Ave.
Richmond, KY

ONLY

$

2.00

Evn *uou»l 1% IMS
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FISH & FRIES
FOR
$
ONLY

2.00
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on any service with
student ID
Located near the New Richmond Mall
Southern HSs Plaza #7
Spanish Grove
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
* Great Student Discounts
* Small Meeting Room Available
• Free Continental Breakfast
* Free Local Phone Calls
* Swimming Pool
EASTERN BY-PASS
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$3.79

3 baked fish fillets on bed of rice
green bean
cole slaw and hush puppies

-

623-0011

Get Lei'd

Party

We deliver Monday thru Saturday
from 10.30 am - 2:00 pm.
I MB Drhvrry Server On Suniiyt)

on any purchase.

C624-3Qlft; )

Hawaiian

Treat your tastebuds to one loot of freshness: the
Club. Cheese, turkey, ham. roast beef, with a garden
on top All piled onto a foot long roll baked fresh in the store.

and a 1 0% discount

The Talk of the Town

k.

200 S. 2nd Street

External funding has increased from
$1.1 million in 1986-87 to more than
$124 million in 1987-88 from voluntary support, according t Funderburk.
Grant proposals approved increased
from$3.1 million in 1986-87 tomore
than $3.4 million in 1987-88.
There will be several academic
programs underway this fall including

the EKU Foundation Professorships
and the EKU National Alumni
Association's Excellence in Teaching
Awards.
Funderburk said the university
hopes to attract more academically
talented students through more scholarships including the Governor's
Scholars Program and the National
Merit Program. Funderburk also
stressed the importance of quality and
of serving the best students. "I believe that EKU should remain, for the
foreseeable future, a school of opportunity."

EKU Students:

Responsible for planning
and editing special
publications of the
Progress.

.SUBUJRV

This information shows we have
moved from below average to near
the top," he said. "Our goal is to get
to the lop of the salary bracket for
regionals in Kentucky and stay there."

623-8126
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Those
telltale
ines
Palm reading proves
to be a handy skill
By Jennifer Feldman
Features editor
You enter the room. She takes
both hands in hers and traces the
lines on the palm with her ringed
finger.
"Your lines tells me you will live
a long life," she answers to the
unasked question.
With that, the interview gets
under way...
In a nine when the first lady of
the nation admits to seeking the
advice of an astrologist and diala-psychic is as popular as dial-aprayer, it's understandable many
people are curious about extrasensory powers and what item do
for them.
Just ask Mrs Stanton, palm
reader.
"A lot of people come incurious — all day — all kinds of
people, but they go away believing; " she says about her palm- and
card-reading business based out
of her living room.
An expectant customer might
be somewhat disappointed, or at
least puzzled, with me pabn reading facilities, which lack the stereotypical accessories. In place of
scarves, drapes hang on the windows.
Instead of a closed-in, dimlylit room, the high ceilings and
brass and glass coffee table give
the room a spacious look. A color
television set takes the place of a
crystal ball. Family pictures hang
on two of the walls; a business

Campus living

Section
August 25, 1988

Psychic's
tales give
writer
sweaty
palms
By Jennifer Feldman
Features editor
Nancy Reagan can have her astrologists. The National Enquirer
can have the 10 top psychics predict events through the year 2001.
People can keep reading their horoscopes.
I don't buy it.
Or at least, I didn't think I did.
I like to think it's part of my
reporter's instinct to be skeptical.
After a recent visit to the local
palm reading parlor, however, I'm
beginning to think there are just
some things I don't want to believe, even if I do.
I expected to find an old woman
adorned in large,
gold hoop
earrings and swathed in scarves
with a wart on her nose peering
over a crystal ball.
What I found was a middle-aged
woman in modem day clothes looking at my hands.
Progress photo/Charlie Bolton
Piece of cake. I thought.
"Why are you so nervous?" she
Mrs. Stanton said vibrations in peoples' palms let her tell past, present and future events.
asked.
according to her.
While she has never been prolicense on a third.
Nervous? I wasn't nervous. Not
Stanton realized she had inherfessionally tested for ESP, StanHer own appearance, too, sugthat I knew of, at least. Maybe I
ited her family's ESP when she
gests a modem-day approach to
ton said she goes through daily
wsi. After all, she was the one with
was 2 or 3, when she "started
tests—her readings, and says she
palm reading. In fact, with her
the sixth sense.
sensing things in other people;
has "passed those tests."
dark hair, French braided and
I started to get nervous.
picking up vibrations." which
tucked under against the nape of
She looked up from my palms.
Taking both the customers'
carried with it both positive and
her neck, the only resemblance
"May I tell you the good and bad
hands in hers, she scrutinizes the
negative results.
she bore to a fortune teller was a
things I see?"
palms closely before giving her
Bad? That all depends on her
prediction.
perception of bad Bounced checks,
"Can I tell you the good and
bad haircuts I can handle. For any"A lot of people come in curious ... but
bad things I see?" she asks.
thing more traumatic than that I
they go away believing."
Some people tell her they do
think I' U just wait and be surprised.
not want to hear any bad events
"Your hands tells me you will
-Mrs. Stanton
that may lie in their future, but she
live a relatively long life."
is honest with those who do.
I felt such a surge of relief with
"It made me different from my
pair of small gold Jwop earrings.
"I'm honest and truthful, good
that big question out of the way; I
other friends. I knew things that
She sported a straight white cotor bad. If T see some bad in your
didn't question the "relatively "part
were going on with them. It's kind
ton skirt and a blue top instead of
life I will tell you how to avoiofk.
"Your hands tells me you are a
Progress photo/Charlie Bolton
of hard for a young child to handle
silks and lavish prints.
That's what good about my readhard worker."
this,*' she said.
But despite her common apings," she said.
Well, maybe there was a little
Working in home has its adpearance, she created a sense of
truth to this after all.
In
addition
to
reading
palms,
vantages, she says, as she is able <j
mystery by speaking quietly when
"I see you have some type of
Stanton also reads tarot cards,
to spend time with her family in
answering questions, or not anto have her read their palms, she
back problem."
special
cards
with
pictures
of
between palm reading sessions.
swering questions at all — simply
said.
Not that I know of. I told her.
kings, queens and daggers, psyCustomers also benefit from her
smiling or nodding, and refusing
Because she does cater to stu"Are you sure?" she asked.
chic
readings,
love/marriage
preextended business hours — from
to disclose some information, like
dents, Stanton gives them a price
I wondered if she noticed my
dictions, and picture and hand9 a.m. till 11 p.m. — because she
her first name and age, not wantbreak on her services. A $25 card palms were getting sweaty?
writing
analysis.
is always there." 1 live here," she
ing her picture taken and not alreading is S10 and a $20 palm
"Your family is growing apart, are
says simply.
lowing the conversation to be
reading is $5 with a student I.D.
"Everything has vibes, an aura.
you aware of this?"
But even working out of her
taped.
It hovers over you," she said about
Well, my summer job did keep me
Many people come to her on a
home has its drawbacks. Custom"Sometimes it's better to keep
how she tells the past, present and
away from my family a lot...
regular
basis,
including
many
ers sometimes line up on her front
your personal private,'' she said.
predicts the future.
As the pabn reading continued
people who were once skeptical
porch waiting for her to finish
She was equally evasive about
and
she stated some fairly accurate
aboi't
her
powers,
she
said.
One could say business has
with another reading, and because
her start in palm reading, although
accounts of my life, I grew more
been
good
for
Stanton;
she
says
Many
of
her
customers
return
she takes walk-ins as well as apshe disclosed some facts. Of Inshe can't count the number of
to tell her she has predicted events and more certain I didn't want to
pointments, she never knows when
dian descent, Stanton inherited her
customers
she
has
had
since
her
accurately,
but Stanton seems un- believe that I was starting to beshe may be called on to recount
ES P from her mother, and the trait
she moved to Richmond with her
impressed with these revelations. lieve her predictions.
where someone lost something,
runs in the females of her family,
But as I left I did notice a stingfamily last April. Her patrons
"I know what I'm saying is
predict a future event or counsel
she said. Her children have shown
ing sensation in my back ...
consist
mainly
of
people
in
the
true."
on
love
or
business
affairs.
signs of extra-sensory tendencies.

Room for rent: Apartments alternatives to campus
By Jennifer Feldman
Features editor
For Chris O'Brien. living in an
apartment is the only way to live.
"I think living on campus is great,
but they should have 24-hour open
bouse... Besides, you don't have to
put up with roaches when you live in
a new apartment," said the senior
political science major living in Cottage Hearth Apartments.
And there are other benefits of
residing in a new apartment, he said.
1 don't mind paying the extra
(rent)," he said, "Girls, people tend to
trust you more.
"It's like in the song/Would a
lunatic drive aPorsche like this?' Well,
would a lunatic live in an apartment
like this?"
This year, as many students are
scrambling to unload boxes and milk
crates into residence halls, and waiting for an elevator that will invariably
stoponevery floor,others like O'Brien
are opting for a place to call home off
campus.
A glowing number of university
students currently live off campus;
entrepreneurs seeking to supply the
demand for alternate housing are finding apartment complexes to be a good
investment
Cottage Hearth Apartments, which
opened off 1-75 oae and a half years
ago, currently rents about 30 of the
complex's 130 units to students; most
of those house two and three students
each, acrorring to manager Keitha
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The classmate Mansion, left, and Cottage Hearth
Apartments. are. two of, the newest, apartment
c6mplex;es in Richmond, giving students more
options in off-campus living:
Anderson.
"Students seem to like it here because we have more to offer them,"
Anderson explained about why the
complex draws so many of its tenants
from the university.
Features such as Jacuzzis, a swimming pool, a clubhouse, a weight
room and tennis courts entice students
to fork out the $350 monthly rent for a
two-bedroom apartment
In addition. Cottage Hearth offers
townhouses, which can house up to
- .
•

four people, for students reside in.
"I think we do a great competing
with other places in town," she said, mate of the Month, as the name im- ral decision to name the apartments
adding there is usually a waiting list plies, he said,but to anyone who seems the same.
for spaces.
"respectable, responsible and finan"If you were me, what would you
The Classmate Mansion, which is cially stable."
name it?" he asked.
currently under construction and
Three of the building's five apartFor $350 a month, the mansion
should be completed by the end of the
ments are occupied, including one by offers some of the luxuries of home
semester, will give students yet anowner Steve Rosenberg. ■
washer/dryer hookups, dishwashers
other option in choosing a home.
andtrash
compactors. Although sevRosenburg, who created the ClassThe apartments are not limited to
women who have been named Class- mate of the Month, said it was a natu- eral other apartments in the area offer
• - <
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many of the same facilities, Rosenberg contends he can compete with
them because, simply, "I'm better."
Regardless of whether students opt
for a new, "loaded" apartment or one
that's just simply a roof over their
heads, O'Bryan theorized the trend
will continue.
"Once you move of campus, you
don't move back on."

*
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Activities
PreviewWeek provides family atmosphere Kappa Alpha cannon
forbidden to boom
at games this year
By Ken HoDoway
Activities editor
"We're here for you" is once
again the theme for the university's
Preview Week. This is a time when
freshmen can participate in activities set up for them to get adjusted
to college life.
From Monday through Wednesday, events were planned to
help freshmen get their "feet wet"
and to become better acquainted
with college life.
"The transition from high
school to college is dramatic," said
Dr. Hayward M. "Skip" Daugherty, dean of student services. "By
having Preview Week, we will
provide the warmth and the family atmosphere they will need to
begin feeling comfortable with
college life. We want to show them
that Eastern does care about how
they feel."
Daughcrty said the first six
weeks, especially the first six days.
are thecrucial part of a freshman's
life.
"The easier they can get sealed,
the better they can get involved in
college life," Daughcrty said.
The freshmen's participation
during Preview Week is a crucial
part of their college lives said
Daughcrty, and they need to be
here on Sunday to start participating in the events.
Daugherty even sent out letters
to all of the incoming freshmen
during the summer which stated
that their attendance was expected
on Sunday.
Preview Week began at 6:30
p.m. with the Playfair. The Playfair was an "icebreaker" to introduce the freshmen to the university activities and to each other.

held 10 provide plenty of topics
and information to answer some
of the questions the freshmen
might have had.
Some of the topics covered
during those two days at various
buildings were how to choose a
major, how to write term papers,
how to study for exams and how
to deal with stress in college.
Other topics dealt with were
how to become involved in student government and how to get
involved in certain clubs and organizations.
"We wanted to provide them
with enough information to get
them started off on the right foot,"
Daugherty said. "Freshmen are
going to have plenty of questions
on their minds when they first get
down here like: "Will I be liked?
Will I do good in school?' So, we
hope these workshops will provide them with the right information."
Daugherty said the faculty and
staff is ready to do their part in
helping the freshman class feel at
home.
Buttons were made that said
"EKU we're here for you" which
the faculty and staff are wearing
around campus.
Daugherty said he enjoys being
a part of Preview Week , and he
feels it is a big help fo freshmen to
get adjusted to college living and
to help them get over the "culture
shock" of living away from home.
Daugherty said preparation for
this Preview Week began last
spring and many people put in
long hours to get it off the ground.
"But it seems to be worth it
when this university produces
good citizens and leaders for the
future," Daugherty said.

Progress photo/Charlie Bolton

David Goldflies plays at the Ravine.
things to do around the campus
besides going downtown all of the
time.
"We want to try to get them
interested in other activities that
might helped get settled down
more quickly, instead of going
downtown or going off doing their
own thing."

"We want to show them that
it's OK to be here on campus and
that campus life is not that bad,"
Daugherty said. "We want them
to be introduced to other freshmen
who might feel the same way they
do. If we can bring them together
and get them to talk to each other,
they will probably feel much better about college life."

On Monday and Tuesday,
Success Starter Workshops were

Daugherty said there are more
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"We are still going to bring the
cannon to the games. The cannon will
still sort of represent a rallying cry,"
Silvers said.
But Silvers said it just won't be
quite the same not hearing the cannon
sound during the course of the game
"Personally, it is really frustrating
for me because I am used to being part
of firing the cannon off," Silvers said.
"But 1 also understand why nationals
had to ban it loo. If someone would
have gotten hurt here, I would have
felt pretty bad." Silvers, who has
been a member of Kappa Alpha since
the fall of 1986 and president since
December of 1987, said there had not
been any complaints about the cannon
from the administration office.
"We didn't have any problems or
complaints about the cannon since I
have been in this fraternity," Silvers
said. "People that I have talked to
really liked the cannon being fired at
the games."
Silvers said the cannon was simply
just a way to get the crowd, the team
and even the coaching staff more enthused about the game.
But the main problem about the
cannon was the risk of being caught in
the backfire because many of the
chapters around the country used
gunpowder to set off the cannons.
Silvers said this chapter used water
and another substance to cut down on
the risk of backfire.
"But there was always a chance
that something could go wrong," Silvers said. "But to my knowledge, this
chapter has not had any problems with
the cannon or people getting hurt."

SPECIAL

Tacos

rice

By Ken HoUoway
Activities editor
Tradition is sometthing many students will hear and experience when
they go to Hanger Field to see the university football team do battle with an
opposing team.
Under the leadership of Coach Roy
Kidd, the Colonels have established a
strong winning tradition at Hanger
Field.
But there is one tradition that has
ended. And the void it leaves just
might go undetected.
This year, touchdowns, field goals,
safeties and kickoffs will not be responded to by the usual clammer.
The Kappa Alpha cannon, which
has been a part of the tradition at
Hanger Field since the early 70s, will
no longer be heard by the fans, players
and coaches.
Following two accidents involving
other chapters of the Kappa Alpha organization using their cannons at
games, the national headquarter office
of the fraternity has banned the firing
of all Kappa Alpha cannons throughout the country.
Steve Silvers, president of the
Kappa Alpha chapter at the university, said he is disappointed the cannon won't be fired this football season, but he also understands why the
national office did what it had to do.
"It is nota form of punishment. The
cannon was banned to prevent innocent people from getting hurt," Silvers said.
Silvers said just because the national office banned the firing of the
cannon at the games doesn't mean the
cannon won't appear at Hanger Field.

Hey, Richmond!
Your All-Season
Sporting Goods
£
Store is Now Open ,Jfc
in Richmond Mal\*JW*

with

beans

$1.99
student

I.D.

Balloons To Go
108 East Main

624-0558
SPECIALS - 8/25/88
8/31/88
cash and carry
1 - 6 1/2" California Raisin &
1 - 18" Mylar
$10.00 plus tax
2 1/2' Balloon Love Bear
,
$9.95 Plus tax
Roger Rabbit & 1- 18" Mylar
suction / plush $18.00 Plus tax

Meet Dwayne Casey
And Winston Bennett
in

idi

Person!
271 h f i oin

Saturday.
10 to 12

UHfeon

REGISTER TO

Tennis Balls

WIN

Welcome Back

August
a.m.

Canister of three balls

One ot two tennis Racquets
by Wilson and Prince to be
given away Sat., Aug. 27 th!

Regular Price $39.**
Sale Price Only

£3conVERSE

"CHUCKS"
and Knee-High

"ALL-STARS"
ReebokiH

GIMME A BREAK cards are
now available at McDonald's® for all
students upon presentation of your student
ID card. Just ask for yours at our counter!
Each month McDonald's® will change the GIMME A BREAK offer.
Now, just present your GIMME A BREAK card and when you buy
one Cheeseburger you'll get one FREE! Hurry, limited time offer!
Not valid with any other offer
Offer good at McDonald's in Richmond and
Berea. KY In Lexington, 357 S. Limestone,
473 E Mam, 1499 Russell Cave. 1106 New
Circle, I 75 & Winchester Rd *

Limited Sizes and Quantities
Men's "Pro-Legacy" Basketball Shoes

a Low Cut - Reg. $52." only $39."
Mid Cut - Reg. $56." only $42."

For Men and Women

.-•

Ladies "Freestyle" Aerobic Shoes

Low Cut - Reg. $44.~ only $29."
High Top - Reg. $49." only $37."

FREE

ITSA

GOOD TIME
FOR THE
GREAT TASTE

RUSSELL BRAND
POCKET T-SHIRTS
/
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ALLSPORTS
T-SHIRT With Any
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Fire technicians learn how to
investigate criminal arsonist
dents from the university and people
"Wedid what would beasimuhMed
By Ken Isonowar
from other slates came to the uni ver- back half of a mobile home. The
Activities edfctor
The Association of Fire Science sity campus toliawnaartpankipatti in actual dimensions were 12 by 32. The
Technicians ban organization people the arson and fire cause analysis semi- scale model of the home was 3 x 8,"
nar.
may not know much about
Hopkins said. "We also did a third
Hopkins said the participants of burn which involved a quarter scale
Bwaccord^ to the organization's
adviser. Ron Hopkins, this is one of this seminar had a chance to do some model of a two-story house including
the best organizations in its field of investigative work on arson cases.
furniture, carpeting, stairwells and
"This past weekend, we had about other materials a house might have."
study in the country.
Hopkins
has
been
the 26 participants from Indiana. Ohio.
All burns were a big success acorganization's adviser since it was first Tennessee. Kentucky and Illinois,'' cording to Hopkins
formed in the late 70s. and it provides Hopkins said. "Our students who are
The participanu in the seminar
plenty of information to its members members of our organisation played had the opportunity to see on a scale/
and students who want to know more two roles in the program."
model-type basis how the rooms actuabout this field.
'They helped us set up our demon- ally develop in fire." Hopkins said.
"It was to provide an additional strations and our scale models for as lo "Our students learned a lot about new
means for our students to be part of a use. They also were active in the set- investigation procedures tram these
group participation and to enrich their ting of the fires for the participants of buildings."
It took a week of work to put eveod>catkattlexptrksM>x^"lkya ins said. the seminar to investigate, and they
Ttitapiofesskmal organlititon.lt also attended the seminar in order to rything together for the seminar, but
is not a charter organization nation- increase their knowledge," Hopkins Hopkins said it was worth the work
wide yet. But our students are in the
because people who participated in
Hopkins said it was good for the the seminar seemed to have learned a
process of contacting the other twoyear and four-year programs in order student members to go to this seminar ax
to charter a national Association of because it would give them a chance
Hopkins said the members of the
Fire Science Technicians organiza- to meet professionals in this field.
tion."
Usually during this kind of semi- organization played a big part in getHopkins said the members of the nar, the participants try to burn down ting things done Cor the seminar.
"Every since the organization had
group are active in the field, and they a house as part of the demonstration,
go to many seminars to hear people but they were not able to do this at this begun, the members have been very
active in the educational process that
time.
speak about this field.
"Our members participate in conDuring the seminar, Hopkins said goes on in this program," Hopkins
ferences at the international level. We participants also burned some fumi- said. "I mink the students who have
have members who participate in turr that waa lull-sized, so they could panic jpattid in this organization have
projects at that level or just to attend goback L*I look at W.JU the cause or developed educationally and profesthe meetings," Hopkins said.
where the point of origin of the nre sionally. Overall, I am very happy
From Friday to Sunday, some stu- was and **v to figure out how k started. with the whole program."
■■
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Dancers are welcomed

Pals Sought

dents, faculty and staff. Formore information, stop by the IBM's Eastern
The SpaceForce Dance Company
PALS/EKUS A is looking for colKentucky University 1968 PS fair wants to invite all students, faculty
lege students who want to volunteer
today and Friday from 10 a.m. to 3:30 and stafT to dance beginning Aug. 30
some of their time lo spend with chilp.m. in the Powell Building lobby.
at 6 p.m. in Weaver dance studio. For
dren who might be lonely or need
more information, call Virginia Jinks
something to do. Students who are
•1622-1901
or stop by the Weaver
interested can pick up an application
The division of food services is
in Powell 132 or call 622-1724 for
looking for people who want to work
more information.
part time or full time. For more information call 622-3691 or come to the
Attention: Items to be printed in the
food services office in the Powell
Campus Clips section should be typed
Student Association is looking for Building.
and signed with your name and telestudents who want to become involved
phone number and sent lo: Ken Holin student government. Students who
loway. Activities editor. 117 Donoare interested need to contact the stuThe Society of Professional Jour- van Annex.
dent association office in Powell 132
or call 622-1724 for more information. luuasti/Sigma Delta Chi will have its
first meeting Monday at 5 p.m. in
Room 120 of the Donovan Annex
Building. Students who are interested
A 40 percent discount on the IBM in both broadcast and print journalism
Personal System/2 is available to stu- are welcome.

Workers wanted

Clips are wanted

Students are needed

SPJ meeting planned

era if
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Greek banners welcome students.

Greek organizations rush on for
perspective, new membership
By Ken HoUoway
Activities editor
The semester suns officially today
for most university students, but for
others, the semester unofficially began Monday.
Sororities that belong to the National Panhellenic Council started their
rush functions Monday with a rush
orientation and will continue those
activities until Sunday.
Troy LeForge, coordinator of student services, said the sororities will
have a week to do activities with candidate who are interested in joining a
sorority.
This is also a time when candidates
can get a good look at each sorority.
This week is important for potential members to get a good look at each
sorority. This is a time to see what the
sororities have to offer." LeForge said.
LeForge also said this was a good
time for candidates to see which sororities they can best be a part of by
contributing their time and abilities.
'This week is going to be so frantic
because so many activities are going
to be happening," LeForge said. The
sororities worked very hard to make
sure that this win be a good week for
them and for their candidates."
She said bids will come out on
Sunday and pledging can soon begin
after this date.

There are three other sororities on
campus that are predominantly black
and are governed by the National Pan
Hellenic Council. They wiU hold their
rush functions later in the semester.
LeForge said these sororities require their potential members to already have a college grade point average before they can pledge.
But the sororities are not the only
ones that have been preparing early
for rush functions.
Many of the fraternities are already
set to begin their activities Monday
when the fraternities officially begin
the* rush functions at the kkkoff in
the Ravine.
LeForge said fraternity kickoff is
lets structured than the sorority functions because candidates are free to
viskanyfisserraty representatives who
are at the kickoff.
"Potential members can gather all
the information they want on the fraternities they are interested in," LeForge said.
Potential members can get a scheduleof each fraternity's activities at the
kickoff and go to the events they want
to attend.
LeForge said the Inier-Fraternky
Council is the guide for all fraternities
to follow. She said IFC encourages an
open rush, but they do have to follow
some of the guidelines the IFC sets up.
The fraternity rush will continue

until Sept 8. and after this date, bids
should come out for potential members.
The two other fraternities, which
are predominantly black, will hold
thek rush functions later in the semester. Potential members must also have
a college GPA before they can pledge.
LeForge said people who are interested in joining a fraternity or sorority
need to understand there is more to
Greek life than the social aspects.
"Joining a fraternity or sorority is
more thin just having a good time. It is
a way of meetr <g new friends, to feel
more secure about yourself, lo establish a set of standards and philosophy,
and to be helped academically," LeForge said.
LeForge said potential members
need to break out of that kind of stereotyping before they decide to pledge a
fraternity or sorority.
LeForge said 300 to 400 men indicated they were interested in joining a
fraternity during freshmen summer
orientation.
She also said sororities have been
getting a steady increase in participation during their rush week each year.'
"It just seems students are really
interested in becoming a part of the
Greek life. It is a good way to become
more involved in campus living,"
LeForge.laid
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Arts/ Entertainment
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Mall, Downtown, campus offer leisure alternatives
By Joe Griggs
Arts editor
Finding ways to entertain ourselves
in a small town is not always easy. It
can be especially difficult for students
who are new to the community and
know little more about what options
are available to them than what the
university will tell them.
But the most we can do is make the
best of what we have. No one will ever
cancel his vacation to New York City
to take advantage of Richmond's night
life instead. But there are things to do
in this little town, so long as people
know where to go.
Ooappm
For many sources of entertainment,
students need not look any further
than the boundaries of the university
campus.
The Powell Building is one major
source of entertainment in itself. It has
a cafeteria, a grill, which underwent
renovations just last year, a bowling
alley, a pool room, a television room

character named Fubar D. Robot, a
robot that will be appearing at the mall
for four days.
With the grand opening next month,
most of the stores opening by October
and the cinemas opening in February,
the Richmond Mall should be a good
alternative for students to shop, dine,
mingle or just to get away from campus. It has easy access to campus,
located on the Eastern By-Pass east of
the university.
NJgbLLib
One thing that can be said of
Richmond, for a small town, it certainly has no shortage of restaurants
and bars.
For beginners, there is the notorious junk food alley, located on the ByPass between Lancaster Avenue and
Progress photo/Charlie Bolton
I-7S. Nearly any major fast-food chain
Richmond Mall will soon have grand opening can
be found there. Whether one is
students the opportunity to be involved anywhere in Lexington.
looking
for burgers, fish, tacos, steaks,
Some of the specialty shops include salad bars
with something outside the classroom,
or pizza, everything is there,
make new friends and to pursue differ- Menken Imports, One Stop Foto, Party whatever greasy morsel you happen to
Depot and Only $1.00, which offers
ent interests.
various merchandise all for $ 1 or less.
The Richmond Mall
The mall also has a variety of resThe Richmond Mall opened its
doors in April and still has not had its taurants, which includes the food court,
official grand opening, so its effect on an entire area of restaurants such as
the university community is yet to be Taco Casa, Steakfest, and Kelly's
determined. But, with all its stores, Burgers and More.
restaurants and events, it is bound to
Other shops that will be opening in
benefit the students and faculty of the
the future are Jewelies, Kinko's Copuniversity in many ways.
Susan Baker, marketing director of ies and Jackie's Balloons. In Februthe Richmond Mall, cites the mall's ary, the mall will see the opening of
location, its convenience and the Cinema World, which will feature
employment prospects as some good eight separate theaters
The grand opening of the mall will
features of the mall
"We have a different mix of stores," begin Sept. 9, being titled "Come Be
she said. "We have a nice, comfort- Dazzled." It will be a 10-day festivity,
able shopping atmosphere. It'll be a beginning with a breakfast and ribtremendous asset to the students."
bon-cutting ceremony. Guests will
The mall has four major department include Bob Babbage, our state audistores: J.C. Penney, Wal-Mart, tor, and Anita Madden, prominent soGoody's and Anderson's, some of cial figure and horse farm owner of
Many night clubs are
which are stores that cannot be found Lexington.

and a game room.
Dr. Hayward M. "Skip" Daugherty, dean of student services, said,
"The Powell Building is a nice place
just for hanging out with friends.''
At least once a week, sound systems are set up and dances are sponsored at no charge.
And rock concerts are performed
often in the Ravine, usually depending on the weather.
Most of the acts featured at these
concerts are regional groups, but the
university also sees musicians of great
notoriety, such as Jimmy Buffet and
the Fabulous Thunderbirds.
One advantage students have when
it comes to on-campus entertainment
is they can have more input as to what
types of events are happening around
them.
"We're open to suggestions from
students,'' Daugherty said. "It's important for freshmen to get involved in
organizations their first semester."
He said organizations can give
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Powell Building is a popular spot for students
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on First street
"kwtallciHona"
of Car St«r*c* From $20
'CD Playera'
by JVC. Sanyo. Citizen
10% off any Item
In store with coupon,
(one coupon per customer) J
Expires (9-1-88)

"Radar Detectors"
by:

Colt
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be craving.
Of course, there are still many places
in Richmond that are actually "restaurants," where people are waited on
and no plastic eating utensils are used.
As for the bars, many of them allow
entry for people 18 and older, so new
students will not be altogether excluded from the scene.
O'Riley's often has radio stations
broadcasting live from the bar, usually having contests and giveaways
while on the air. J. Sutler's Mill has
video screens so people can watch the
music while they 're dancing to it. And
The Family Dog certainly must have
something because the line to get in on
a Thursday night is always unbelievable.
Then, there is the infamous First
Street, where there is an entire row of
bars lined side by side. It includes
1890s, T-Bomb's, Talk of the Town
and Phone 3, which is known for featuring the best bands in Richmond.

Audio Center
Southern Hills Plaza
624 2515
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HAIRMASTERS

$1.00 Off
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regular price.
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DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS:

LARGE HAND-TOSSED

MONDAY
$175
•h
plus tax
Personal Pan Supreme
$
TUESDAY
plus lax
2 Personal Pan Supreme
WEDNESDAY
plus tax
Any 1 Item Personal Pan Pizza
THURSDAY
$225
plus tax
Big Topper Pizza
(Flw« Mlnutt Guarantee Apply* 11:30 am to 1 00 f m )

Pizza Supreme
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FOR
hairstyle that's
Y( )U easy to care for
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healthy and natural looking.
There are many elements
tit. I that go into a great haircut,
and we take them all into
account when cutting and
styling your hair T^ -esult is
everything you want a
fabulous looking haircut
a fabulous looking you!

112 St. George
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Student Discounts On Cut And Style
$3.00 Off
Ladies'Cut

$5.00 Oft
Ladies'Cut And Style

$3.00 Off
Men's Cut
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'Sword of Censorship'
can slice both ways

Photo courtesy of music department

The university's Marching Colonels

Band looking for new talent
By Joe Griggs
Arts editor
Hoping to increase enrollment of
the university's marching band, the
music department has reduced the
amount of time allotted for rehearsals,
thus making it a less time-consuming
activity for students.
Because the music department fears
students would be discouraged from
participating in the marching band for
fear of lack of time, the amount of rehearsal hours has been reduced to four
and a half hours for most weeks.

Mark Whitlock, assistant director
of bands, described the Marching Colonels as "an organization based upon
school spirit and the musicians involved in it"
He said, "The main goal of this
group is to get as many people involved as possible."
Unlike high schools, a different
show will be performed at every game,
featuring many different styles and
types of music.
The fust will be a Spanish-Latin
style show. Others include a jazz show,

wwwwwwwinnnrwww*vw*vwwxiR
hat's happening
* Auditions for the university's first play of the school year, "The Lion
in Winter," will be held at 7:30 p.m. Aug. 29 & 30 in Room 137 of the
Campbell Building. The only qualification needed to audition is to be there.
For more information, call the university's theater department at 622-1315.
* The Music City Song Festival is now accepting entries for its song, lyric
and vocal competitions, which will award more than $60,000 in cash and
prizes. The deadline for the song/vocal competition is Sept 1, and the
deadline for lyric/lyric poem competition is Oct. IS. To obtain entry brochures or nfbre information, send name and mailing address to Music City
SongFestivalatP.O.Box 17999-B,Nashville,TN 37217orcall(615)8340027 between 8 a.m. and S p.m. central time.
* The Lexington Children's Theater will hold auditions for its play
" Vel veeien Rabbit" at 7 p.m. from Aug. 29 & 30 at Studio One, Arts Place.
161 N. Mill Street in Lexington. For more information, call 254-4546.

EASY CREHTIOnS
Craft Shop

Welcomes Back EKU Studentsl
FERTURinG
Sorority GFrateraitjj Crests. Letters and Paddles
GCnEBBL CBHFT S0PPLIES»GBEHT GIFT IDEBS
Shopptri Villaga-Behind Ritzy's

I1EW LOCRTIOni

a John Wayne show (which saluteswesterns) and a show styled after the
musical "The Phantom of the Opera."
To participate, students only need
to begin coming to rehearsals and enroll in MUS 256 - Marching Band,
which is offered for one academic
credit hour.
The only qualification needed to
enroll is to have played an instrument
in the past preferably in high school,
or to have worked with flags or the
baton. More than half of the students
involved in the marching band are
non-musk majors.
Whitlock also cites the marching
band as a good way to help new students adjust to college life.
"When you walk in there, you already have about 100 friends," he said.
Whidock said when a student enrolls in the marching band, he entails
only four basic responsibilities: to be
at rehearsals, make the effort to work
hard, be at the performances and to
have a good time.
The Marching Colonels will be rehearsing from 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. on
Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays,
with Friday rehearsals only preceding
football games. No extra rehearsals
will be held.
For more information, call Mark
Whidock at 622-3161 or the department of music at 622-3266.

In the U.S. Constitution, there is an
article which clearly states that all
American citizens are entitled to freedom of religion.
It is a very broad item, but it gives
the people many rights that are sometimes taken for granted.
It gives us the freedom to practice
whatever religion we believe in. It
gives us the freedom to live by that religion without discrimination or government intervention.
And it also gives us the freedom to
tell Bible-thumping psychos to buy
themselves a one-way ticket to that
notorious hot spot below whenever
they try to cram their twisted logic
down everyone else's throat
It is still uncertain, but there are
currently no plans for the release of
"The Last Temptation of Christ" in
any of the theaters in Lexington and
Richmond.
It seems theater chains and various
zealots have taken it upon themselves
to decide what the public should see.
Should I be saying "goo-goo, gaga" yet?
Anyway, they find the movie offensive because it portrays Jesus Christ
as being half-human, saying he was
tempted to live his life as a human
instead of allowing himself to be crucified and become divine. They do not
believe this is something the public
should see.
Isn't that a pleasant thought?
Now, any time some people find
something offensive to them, they can
decide it is offensive to me as well and
keep me from being exposed to it
Well, I'm all for it! My mind is
made of pure gum drops and Cracker
Jacks anyway, and I can't make an
intelligent decision without referring
to some Pat Robertson-type twit
I'll just let my life be dictated by
these geniuses. That way, I'll never be
at risk of being offended, and I won't
have to think very hard about anything.
I'm a good sport, though, so I'm
willing to do my part as well. I'U make
a list of things I find offensive, and
maybe thev'll he banned ton
After all, if they're offensive to
me, they'll surely be offensive to
everyone else, right?
One thing I find ottensive. after
flipping through the c«Ale channels, is
Jerry Falwell, who is usually thrashing anyone who is not a hypocritical,
ultra-conservative bigot who pours
money into an organization that has
become better known as "Pass The

n the
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Lookout
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4 Joe Griggs

After all, no one knows for certain
Loot"
The first thing we should do to what Jesus was like and whether he
eliminate everything offensive is to was tempted and had a human side to
dump Falwell and PTL.
him. Anyone who claims differendy
Another person who could surely had better be prepared to reveal a birth
go is Oral Roberts. Remember him? certificate dating back about 2,000
He demanded $10 million in dona- years.
tions to keep God from taking him
Why don't the theater chains sim-

Next on the list do away with Oral
Roberta.
And there are many other colorful
characters brightening our television
screens with threats of death, destruction and eternal damnation.
Of course, a "small" gift to their
churches will undo all wrongs and
"secure our places in Heaven." This is
all offensive stuff. Let's be on the safe
side and just get rid of all of the evan-
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New Concepts In Family Dentistry
Dr. Sieve MaMngh/, D.M.D.
Graduate of University of Kentucky
College of Dentistry
Resides In Richmond with his wife
Kathy park Mattmgry
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BALLOON BOUQUET SPECIAL

$5.95

V

623-5904 Jj

Your choice of 2 mylar
and 3 latex balloons,
with ribbons

Flexible Office Hours-Evenings and
Saturdays
Insurance Welcome
Visa. MasterCard Accepted

$5.95 plua tax - cash & carry
offer good Aug. 29 thru Sept. 3
623 - 8460
199 Wayne Drive, Suite 4

Behind Pizza Hut
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624 9351

WELCOME
BACK
EKU

Winner* Circle Plaza
Boggs Lane and Eastern By-Pass
(Across from the "New" Richmond Mall)

FITNESS UNLIMITED
37 BEAUTIFUL U

624 0610
Unlimited Use
~m.

ITS BACK
HAPPY HOUR
2 FOR 1 VISITS
1 1:00 - 1:00 p.m
FREE PRIZES
REGISTER TO WIN ONE MONTH
OF FREE TANNING

ply show the movie and let us all
decide whether to see it? Like moat
things, blasphemy is in the eye of the
beholder.
But if they choose to proclaim
themselves as censors and try to keep
us from exercising fundamental rights,
I shall be forced to carry out my original plan.
After all, what's good for me must
be good for everyone else.
The Jerry Falwell ban is now in
progress.

ANNOUNCING

?! Petals n Plants
"Welcome Back"

Funny, being the bubble-headed
ninny that I am, the thought never occurred to me to simply turn off the
television whenever anything offensive came on.
One thing I do have in common
with most of "Temptation's" oppoa*
en is that I have not seen the movie either, but I do not think it sounds offensive.

f>Rke>i

Mon - Fri 0 am-lOpm
Sat. Oam-Spm
8un. l:30pm-Spm

\Labor Day Special

"BEST OFFER IN TOWN"
CLASSES
•STRETCH* REG. EXERCISE • DANCERCIZE
• LOW IMPACT AEROBICS • AEROBICS
• ADVANCED AEROBICS • WHIRLPOOL
• SAUNA •EXERCISE EQUIPMENT
AEROBICS FLOOR • WOLFF TANNING BED
• JUICE BAR • WORK OUT CLOTHING
028 Commercial Dr.
Southern Hills
Richmond

Sept 6 \

'EXERCISE FOR LIFE NOT JUST ONCE OR TWICE"
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Colonels represent U.S. team at Summer Olympics
Humphrey goes for
Graduate makes
Olympic gold medal
most of 4-year stay
By Jeffrey Newton
Sports editor
Some people gave Jackie
Humphrey a 50 percent chance of
capturing a spot on the United States
Olympic Team at the time trials in
Indianapolis. Most of those people
were her friends.
But the 22-year-old native of
Jacksonville, N.C., knew deep down
she had what it took to reserve a seat
for herself on that plane to Seoul,
South Korea.
"I didn't care if it took me till my
fourth year," she said
"I knew I could do it, and that is all
it took," she added.
Not only did it take her four years,
but it took her down to what could
have been her last race.
In a time of 12.83 seconds,
Humphrey stunned the crowd at the
U.S. trials by not only making the
team, but recording the fastest time of
any American in the 100-meter
hurdles.
She probably stunned herself.
When she came across the finish
line, she threw up her hands in jubilation. She knew she had won.
It was such a close race it might
have very well cost her the win, but
when the photo-finish results proved
her the winner, she and her coach, Tim
Moore, didn't worry about her throwing her hands up.
"I guess she knew when she crossed
that she had won," Moore said.
"I can assure you she won't do that
anymore," he said.
But at the time, it didn't matter.
With the win came a workload fit
for only an Olympic athlete.
Soon after the trials she was off to
Europe to compete with some serious
international competition.
Her first run in Zurich, Switzerland, proved she was still the fastest
American. In fact, her entire European

stay resulted in three best finishes for
the U.S. team.
In Zurich she ran a 13.37. In Brussels, Belgium, she ran a 13.18, and in
Cologne, West Germany, she ran 13.19
respectfully.
But as respectful as 13 seconds
might be, it isn't likely to win her a
medal in Seoul.
She and her coach know it
"We want to take it one day at a
time," Moore said.
"She realizes she is the underdog,
and she likes that"
Moore said Humphrey needs to run
in the 12.50 range to be in contention
for a medal.
Humphrey's goal is to run 12.56.
Can she run that fast?
Maybe she can.
When Humphrey came to the university, she told Moore she wanted to
go to the Olympics.
Moore said her best time in high
school was around 14.30.
"She told me she wanted to go to
the Olympics, and I said to myself,
'Man, this girl is crazy. She doesn't
know what it takes to be an Olympic
athlete.'"
She admits she didn't know how
difficult it would be, but for now her
coach will have to pleasantly eat his
words.
He admits it was difficult.
"While everyone was sleeping, she
was out working," he said.
"She was out paying her dues."
Those dues were expensive for the
six-time All-American.
At one point, she even thought of
quitting.
About a week before the trials, she
said she broke down at practice and
wanted to hang it all up.
"Nothing was going right I had
lost some strength in my trail leg, and
I was depressed," she said.
"But he (Moore) grabbed me and
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Humphrey runs in 100-meter hurdles.
'.old me I had to get myself together."
If it were not for him and some kind
advice from her mother, Humphrey
might had given in to the pressure.
"I took my mother's advice. She
told me to keep going and not to give
up."
"She was having some really hard
times," Moore said. "The pressure of
a long college season was getting to
her."
She apparently overcame the anguish of a long season. Her time of
12.83 was good enough to get her an
Olympic trial record.
No matter what happens in Seoul,
she will hold that record for at least
four more years.
,

1

Her coach will go with her. He
already has his room.
You can
bet he will be there.
"As long as I run, he will be my
coach," Humphrey said.
"I need him,"ihe said. "He's got
me this far, and IT. going all the way
with him."
She will need all the help she can
get
According to Humphrey, a runner
from Belgium set a new world record.
The Europeans are running under
12.50, and she won't have a home
court advantage.
"For the rest of her life, she is going
to be an Olympian," Moore said.
"Nobody will be able to change that"

By Jeffrey Newto.
Sports editor
Eleven years after graduating from
the university and four years after
beginning his training at the Olympic
Training Center in Colorado, Dan
Durben took his 22-cal iber rifle to the
Olympic trialsand tried to relieve some
stress.
No, Durben didn't kill anyone. He
tried out for the United Stales Olympic team in Los Angeles.
Durben is the second person in
university history to make the U.S.
Olympic Team'.
He did so by shooting 1,170 of a
possible 1200 on the final day of the
tryouts, Saturday.
To visualize what his target area is,
you would have to shoot a .22 rifle at
a target the size of a dime from SO
meters.
To put this into perspective, you
would have to shoot half the length of
a football field.
Durben will shoot as the United
States' No. 2 riflemen in Seoul, South
Korea, this summer.
Durben will leave for the Olympics
next week from the U.S. Olympic
Training Center in Colorado Springs,
Colo.
His trip will last from Aug. 30 until
his return Oct. 5.
Durben has been at the Olympic
Center for four years, and all of his
expenses have been paid for by the
U.S. Olympic Association and the
National Rifle Association.
"All my room and board are paid
for by the Olympic Association, and
my traveling expenses are paid for by
the NRA," he said.
Was he worried about making the
team after training for four years?
You can bet his nerves were getting
to him at least a little.
His first two events he placed fifth
and sixth. The U.S. team only takes

the top two.
Going into his final event he had to
have been feeling the pressure.
Four years of training was wrapped
up into three days.
After he made the team, he said in
a telephone interview from the Olympic Training Center," Oh man, is this
great!"
"The try outs were the hardest part,"
hesaid.
"From here on out it will all be
fun." he added.
When asked about his chances of a
medal in Seoul he said the competition
is tough.
"Thecompetition is real, real lough,
and I will try my best"
His parents will go with him and
cheer him on.
"It is great that they can go with me
to support me. They came out to the
trials to see me shoot but now they can
see me over there." he said.
Does he have a realistic chance at a
medal?
His credentials would indicate he
does.
He has won medals in both the
World Cup and World Championships.
He has also won gold medals for air
and free rifles in the national championships in 1987.
Will he be disappointed if he doesn't
win a medal?
"I've done a lot at far as winning
competitions, so I really wouldn't be
disappointed," he said.
For that matter he isn't really even
excited about going to Seoul next week.
"I have been there before, and I
would rather stay here. But I guess
they are worried about us getting jet
lag."
Durben said he doesn't get much
time to come to Kentucky anymore
but said he shoots some competitions
at the University of Kentucky and
Xavier University every year.
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...You Wouldn't Buy Your Books
At A Clothing Store, So Why Buy
Your Clothes At A Book Store?"

Campus Connection has the finest selection of E.K.U. T-Shirts, Sweat
Shirts, Shorts, Hats, Room Decorations, Drinking Accessories and
license Plates that you can find anywhere in Richmond.
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University baseball
team places second

Colonels
prepare
for tough
season

Progress staff report
The university baseball team ended
their season abruptly with a 20-3 loss
to Middle Tennessee State University
in the Ohio Valley Conference tournament last spring.
The Colonels finished second in
the OVC tournament this past year.
Their overall season record was 34
and 22. They won 20 of 25 games at
home.
The first two games of the tournament were shutouts for the Colonel
pitching staff. Starting pitcher, Rusty
Clark, recorded a 5-0 shutout over
Middle Tennessee in the opening game
of the tournament but later pulled a
back muscle.
Due to his injury, he was unable to
pitch for the rest of the tournament.
The second game was won by
consistent pitching and solid hitting.
Starter Randy White recorded
another Colonel shutout with a 5-0
win.

By Jeffrey Newtoa
Sports editor
With the Ion of 22 seniors from
last season's roster. Colonel Football
Coach Roy Kidd plans on changing
the team's running strategy to a passing plan.
"Before, it wasn't no surprise when
we played that we were going to run
the ball. This year we are hoping to
mix it up," Kidd said during a press
conference earlier this month.
This move will add pressure on
sophomore quarterback Lorenzo
Fields.
In his freshman season, he led the
Colonels' rushing attack to a birth in
the NCAA Division I-AA Playoffs.
How does he feel about passing the
football?
"I'm looking forward to it. Nobody
expects me to be passing the ball."
Fields said.

Football players pose for team pictures

He said he has worked hard to
improve his passing skills.
"My passing has improved at least
90 percent from what it was last year."
he said.
Fields completed more than 50
percent of his pass attempts but was
only able to connect for three touchdowns.
"I have to basically learn to stay in
the pocket," he added.
This might be difficult for Fields
due to losses in the Colonel offensive
line, but Fields said the new offensive
line worked hard in the spring to
improve in this area.
"In the spring they showed they
can do the same things the other line
had done," he said. "In time, I think it
will all come."
The Colonels can look to a strong
running game to complement their
hopeful passing attack.
Back this season will be honorable
mention All-American Elroy Harris.
Harris, who gained 1,423 yards in
rushing last season, hopes to have an
even better season this year.
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"I can't imagine anybody being any tougher than our
first four teams."

sity for the first night game of the
season. This will be the Colonels'first
time playing Delaware.

- Coach Roy Kidd

Delaware is the first night game in
a row of four consecutive night games
for the Colonels.

"My ultimate goal is to win a national championship and to gain 2,000
yards rushing this year," Harris said.
There isn't any doubt he will be
getting the ball, but with a new line, he
may have to work harder.
"Elroy Harris is as good as any
tailback in the United States." Kidd
said.
With this confidence in the Colonel running game, Harris is sure to
have a chance for a 2,000-yard season.
Last season he accounted for 17
Colonel touch-downs, compared to 14
in 1985.
[
He is thought to be, by some, a
shoo-in for All-American honors.
Harris' long rush for 1987 was 59yards.
He had a 201-yard performance in
1985 and a 175-yard performance in
1987.
Speed will help in his quest for a
2,000-yard season.
Harris has been clocked at 4.54
seconds in the 40-yard dash.

His biggest problem this year won't
be avoiding tackles. It will be avoiding injuries.

After Delaware the Colonels travel

to Marshall, in Hunungton W.Va. for
Defensively, the Colonels will try a night game.
Marshall took the Colonels to a 37to live up to the tradition they have
34 scare last season.
been known to have.
Marshall drew 22..400 fans to
"We really bust our butts on de- Hanger field in 1987.
fense to get to the football, and that is
going to help us," Kidd said.
Then on Sept 24 the Colonels travel

Swarming the football will be a
defensive strategy.
"You will see 11 guys swarming

west to Western Kentucky University
to play the Hilltoppers.

Progress staff report
The university golf learn finished
up Ohio Valley Conference play with
a second place finish in the conference
tournament last spring.
The 54-hole tourney was held in
the beginning of May and was won by
Austin Peay State University.
Eastern finished 47 shots back with
a combined match total of 929.
After two rounds, the Colonels were
in fourth place behind Murray State
University andTennessee Technological University but vaulted past both
teams in the final round u capture

second place honors.
Carrying the Colonels to their second consecutive runner-up year in the
OVC. tourney was senior Fred Mat
uhgly.
Mattingly placed third overall in
the tourney while Steve Smitha came
in a close fifth in the overall standings.
Both players received all-conference honors for their finishing placement in the tourney.
Other scores for the Colonels were
Dave Paeglow (240). Tom Klenke
(242) and John Diana (247).

Ticket information

Last season the Colonels beat
Western 20-10 at hanger Field.

"If you don'tsee that 1 lth guy after
the football, then he will be standing
over by me on the sideline," Kidd said.
Kidd said the first four games on
the schedule will be the toughest.
"I can't imagine anybody being
any tougher than our first four teams."
However tough the competition,
Kidd plans on being ready for the start
of the season on Sept 10 when the
Colonels play Delaware State Univer-

Progress Staff report
Rite Aid drugstores have chosen
not to carry football and basketball
Tennessee State University.
tickets to the univeristy's games this
This will be the Colonels first Ohio year.
If season tickets are needed, they
can
be obtained at the university ticket
Valley Conference game of the 1988
office.
season.
The office is located in Room 126.
"We are anxious to get going," in Alumni Coliseum.
Kidd said.
The ticket office is open 8 a.m. and
The second home game for the
Colonels this season will be against

Hair Dimensions
"fl Cut flbova The Rest"

SHampoo,

CUT 6 DRY
$6.00 nOW $5.00
624-9352
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Personality Analysis
"Know Thyself", was the- motto of Socrates, the
Greek philosopher.
He taught that nothing is
as necessary as self examination.
By which you
become better acquainted with your inner sett,
with your knowledge, capacities and requirements.
Resulting in a fuller, more productive life.

*?

Right fielder Scott Priviiera was
named to the 11-player, Conversfc
American Baseball Coaches Association All-South Region Team.
|
Thirty-four coaches voted for this
honor.

Golf team finishes in
second place in OVC

the football." Kidd said.

REGULAR
BHinG THIS COUPOn 6 Y00R
Owners/Operators
Robin Allen
STUDCIIT ID
Gina Epperson
EXPIRES 10-1-88

Going into the third game*, Ac
Colonel pitching staff failed to make
up for the loss of a starring pitchers.
With the loss of Clark and Wbfca
not being able to pilch because of a
lack of rest, the Colonels defensive
game was stagnated.
Left-hander Don Wacksmiat
played four and two-thirds innings
and gave up 7 runs.
The Colonels lost 12-7.
"
White had the Colonels lowest ERA
at 2.74. White was 9-2 on the i
Clark ended his career at the ur*>
versity with a ERA of 3.46 for tha
season.
»
The university outscored the*
opponents 357-315.
1

This is a scientific approach to analyzing your
own unique character. It ia based on a mathematical numerotogical process developed by the
Greek philosopher and mathematician, Pythagoras.
For a three dimensional analysis; send the full
Dirth name, present name and exact date and
place of birth of the individual to be analyzed
Also send a check or money order in the amount
of seven dollars maae out to "Akasha" to the
address below.
You will receive a three page report on your Inner,
Outer and Present Self, and an answer to a specific
question you may have of yourself or another.

MAIL TO:
AKASHA
P.O. BOX 668
LONDON. KY 40741
WE WILL REPLY WITH YOUR ANALYSIS WITHIN ONE WEEK
UPON RECEIPT OF YOUR REQUEST. THANK YOU.

mm

4:30 p.m including the lunch hours.
Season ucketsmust be ordered prior
to the first home game Sept. 10
The Colonels have six home games
at Hanger field this year. Three of
those games are scheduled to be played
at night
Single game tkifta can be purchased for $8. Children and senior
citizen prices are available.

Naming column
naming first born
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University golfer vies
for championship title
in amateur tournament
By Jeffrey NewtM
Sports editor
When you stand toe to toe with
Fred Mattingly, he isn't intimidating.
That is until you watch his S-foot-7,
150-pound frame knock the casing off
a little white golf ball.
If you have ever heard a cannon
boom, then you will understand what
it sounds like standing next to Mattingly as you watch him hit over the
cart path at Arlington's driving range.
If you have never been to Arlington
and you have never heard a cannon
fire, then let it be known that it is more
than 250 yards to the edge of the
driving range and cannons are loud.

"I think he stands a very
good chance. He is finally
coming into his own."
- Lew Smithers
What has he been practicing for?
He has been practicing for the
United Stales Amateur Golf Tournament.
To the amateur golfer, the U.S.
Amateur is the apex of amateur golf.
Mattingly qualified for the tournament by shooting a one-under par total
of 143 for 36 holes.
Qualifications for the tournament
were held at the Guyan Country Club
in Huntington, W.Va. Mattingly was
competing for a single spot against 15
other players.
He hopes to advance to match play
in this year's tournament.
"Realistically, I'd be thrilled to
death to make it to match play," he
said.
Match play is tournament play after the preliminary rounds.
This tournament will be the first
major tournament he has ever played
in.

And although the trip could cost
him in excess of S600 due to the costs
accumulated from traveling and eating, it is worth every penny to Mattingly.
He worked all summer to [ay for
his habit
"Every penny I make goes into
paying for golf and tournaments like
this one," Mattingly said.
If he would be fortunate enough to
make it to the final round of match
play, Mattingly would get an invitation to the Masters Tournament in
Augusta, Ga.
As for his life-long ambitions, he
said he would like to gel an apprenticeship at a major club and become a
head professional.
Another life-long dream is to play
in the United States Open Golf Tournament.
It hasn't come easy for him. Mattingly has put in an average of five
hours a day on his game to get where
he is today.
"It's probably more than that," he
said.
He considers his strong points to be
in his driving and in his wedge shots.
"I can drive pretty straight, and I
have average distance. I am pretty
consistent with my wedge," he said.
Sitting in a room filled with golf
pictures and beer signs, Mattingly talks
about some of his better rounds.
"I shot a 68 at Arlington," he said
For those high handicappers who
are used to seeing 68s on their score
cards, that was an 18-holc total and not
nine holes.
His low round was a 64 at a course
in his home town, Frankfort
If he can continuing playing consistent golf, he may have a shot at
going on to match play.

ProgressPhoto / Jeff Newton

Mattingly practices at Arlington driving range.
Lew Smithers, university golf
coach, said, "I think he stands a very
good chance. He is finally coming
into his own."
Smithers added since he has been
coaching the golf team there has never
been anyone go to the U.S.Amateurs.
Smithers has been coach of the
university golf team for six years.
Mattingly went to Western Hills
High School, In Frankfort.

The U.S. Amateur is an open tournament for those with a registered
handicap of five or less.
Mattingly does not have a handicap.

Trying to come up with the name
for a sports column is harder than
coming up with a name for a newly
born child.
If you are naming a child, you don't
have to worry about messing up too
bad.
When all else fails, you can name
him Jim or Fred or something like that.
But when you have to come up with
a name for a column, you have to be
original.
This is a long and tiresome process.
You never know if it will be funny
enough or be cute.
Children's names are already made
up. All parents have to do is pick one.
At first I thought of a lot of wild and
wacky names for this weekly piece of
literary inventiveness.
One that comes to mind was "Athletic Supporter" but some might think
a title of this strength might be too
cute.
Another was "Athletic Jock" but
this, for the same reason as the last
was too risky.
Maybe a column name from old
times could work well, but then again,
who wants to get into a copyright
infringement battle?
So then I thought of searching for a
name in sports that I liked, but I grew
up playing ice hockey, soccer, rugby
and lacrosse.
Most people don' t even know what
lacrosse is, so I gave up on finding one
that would work in this region of the
United States.
Football, basketball and baseball
column names would be great but I
play those sports about as much as I
defrost my refrigerator.
I played football in high school, but
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Par...
for the course

I

Jeff Newton
it would be insulting to say I have the
gall to compare myself with some of
the mammoths that play here at the
university.
I was in luck when Slap Maxwell
was canceled.
His column, "Slap Shot" suited
me just fine, and I would have quickly
stole it had the Slap Man had not been
given a second chance on Saturday
night television.
Itgot so bad I even asked my mother
what to call it
My mother is one of those people
who thinks ice hockey is frozen saliva.
Then one day when I was out on the
course playing my usual game of golf.
He must have known I was getting
desperate.
I hit my drive straight down the
middle of the fairway. I was ecstatic.
My mind rambled about what I
should call my column.
My approach shot stopped two feet
short of the pin.
A birdie was inevitable.
I walked up, missed the putt and
about threw a hissie.
"I hate this sport" I thought nlenUy to myself.
What kind of golfer misses a
straight, 2-foot pun.
"Oh well," I thought.
"That's just par for the course."
Thus, a name is bom.

"FREE"

♦NEW Fall Merchandise arriving every week!!*

univetsity ticket office.
Humphrey will be attending the dinner. The guest speaker for the dinner
will be Alan Cutler from channel 18
news.

199 Wayne Drive
Eastern By-Pass
Behind Pizza Hut

Sunbea/nl

SAVE 30 TO 60%
ON YOUR BAKERY PRODUCTS

n

STEAK HOUSE

invites you to try
RICHMOND'S BEST SALAD BAR!
featuring
SOUPS'HOT VEGETABLES-ICE CREAM
in addition to our
SALAD ITEMS!

COOKIES
CANDY
SODA

SALAD BAR
only $3.29
with coupon
expire* Aug. 30

MONDAYTHRUSATURDAY 9AM7D6PM
CL06EDSUN>AY

623-5151

EKU BY-PASS 624-1193

BREAKFAST • BURGERS • SALADS • & MORE
HOURS:
Mon. • Sat.
6 a.m. - 9 pjn.
Sunday
Noon - 6 p.m.

BURGERS & MORE

HOT • HOT • HOT

MINI
BURGERS

NOW AVAILABLE

Introductory OHsr

L

Remember
We're open mornings
at 6 a.m. with fresh
homemade biscuits
& gravy!

NOW SERVING

for

H

1

flMP™R

EVERY DAY!

I'

Remember we have all the "GREEK" Sweats,
Tees and Totes you needl
/We also do customized hand-painting
L
& sew-on greek letters
the
Sweats and more •Look ior our money saving coupons
Bluegrass Media Coupon Book
located in your Student packet
(Hours: Mon - Sat 10am-7pm Closed Sunday)^)

WELCOME BACK!!

SUNBEAM
BAKERYTHRFTSHOP

BREAD
SNACK CAKES
CHIPS

i

623-3599

C Southern H«1« flm #G

00

BAKED
POTATOES
with your
favorite topping:
sour cream, cheese
broccoli, bacon, chili.
mushrooms or ham

i

Humphrey honored

The U.S. Amateur began Monday
and will continue through Sunday at Jackie Humphrey will be honored
the Virginia Hot Springs Golf and this Monday at a special dinner in the
Tennis Club in Hot Springs, Va.
Perkins building.
The tournament will be held at the Tickets are on sale for $15 for one
top two ranked courses in the state.
person and 25 for two people in the

WELCOME BACK EKU!!!
TO HELP YOU GET DRESSED FOR SCHOOL.
ALL SUMMER MERCHANDISE
Buy 1. get one (of equal or lesser value)

|

Sealed
in the Office of the Division
of Purchases, Jones 119,
Eastern Kentucky University,
Richmond, Kentucky, for the
following requirements until
hour and date shown below:

